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I. FOREWORD
The work described herein was performed at the Aerojet TechSystems (ATC)
Company under NASA Contract NAS 8-34136 with Mr. F. W. Braam, NASA-Marshall
Space Flight Center, as Project Manager. The ALRC Program managers were
Mr. R. W. Michel and Mr. D. C. Rousar, and the Project Engineers were
Mr. C. J. O'Brien and Dr. R. L. Ewen. Dr. Ewen was responsible for thermal
design, test, and analysis activities. Mr. O'Brien was responsible for all
other technical aspects of the program.
The technical period of performance for the study was from June 1981 to
May 1986.
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The unique configuration of the dual throat thrust chamber posed several
questions regarding its cooling. NASA-NSFC initiated the dual throat thruster
thermal model program to ascertain the answers to the questions.
The major objectives of the program were to (I) develop an analytical
model of the thrust chamber, (2) design, fabricate, and test hardware to
determine the heat flux profiles, and (3) update the model as necessary to
reflect the experimental data.
A thermal model of the dual throat chamber was developed based on pre-
vious cold flow and analytical studies. At the same time, a very sophisti-
cated calorimeter chamber was designed, fabricated, and tested over a broad
range of conditions.
The test results for a dual throat thruster burning gaseous oxygen and
hydrogen at primary (inner) chamber pressures from 380 to 680 psia are
reviewed in detail in this document. Heat flux profiles were obtained from
calorimetric cooling channels in the inner nozzle, outer or secondary chamber
and the tip of the inner nozzle. Data was obtained for two nozzle spacings
over a chamber pressure ratio (secondary/primary) range of 0.45 to 0.83 with
both chambers firing (Mode I). Fluxes near the end of the inner nozzle were
significantly higher than in Mode II when only the inner chamber was fired,
due to the flow separation and recirculation caused by the back pressure
imposed by the secondary chamber. As the pressure ratio increased, these heat
fluxes increased and the region of high heat flux relative to Mode II extended
farther upstream. The use of a gaseous hydrogen bleed flow in the secondary
chamber to control heat fluxes in the primary plume attachment region was
investigated in Mode II testing. A bleed flow of less than two percent of the
primary chamber flow was required.
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I, Summary(cont.)
The basic conclusions from the programare as follows:
Heat fluxes during conventional operation of the primary nozzle
(ModeII) are consistent with data from other applications. Useof
an enthalpy-based model, rather than the product of temperature
difference and a frozen specific heat, is required to predict the
effect of mixture ratio.
During ModeI operation the primary throat is choked, but the
primary nozzle is unable to flow full against the high back pres-
sure imposed by the secondary chamber. Large increases in heat
flux relative to Mode II observed near the end of the primary
nozzle are consistent with a twin vortex recirculation pattern in
the separated region, which includes the wake region downstream of
the end of the primary chamber. As the secondary chamber pressure
increases, the region of increased heat flux extends farther
upstream and the perturbation at the end of the nozzle increases.
Unsymmetrical heating of the tip of the primary chamber is caused
by the flow separation in the primary nozzle and the resultant
recirculation pattern noted above.
Secondary chamber heat fluxes during Mode I operation can be pre-
dicted with the secondary flow stream tube model used herein and
correlation coefficients consistent with other applications. High
heat fluxes observed near the swirl coaxial element injector are
consistent with previous experience. Rapid decreases and increases
with axial distance of correlation coefficients in the secondary
nozzle are probably caused by oblique shock waves created by the
flow separation in the primary nozzle.
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I, Summary(cont.)
Heat fluxes in the secondarythroat region during ModeII operation
are easily limited to values well below ModeI fluxes using small
bleed flow rates, e.g., two percent of the primary flow for the
geometrytested. Therefore, primary plume attachment is not a
thermal design issue.
Although the analytical modelof ModeII can predict secondary
nozzle heat fluxes under limited test conditions, it does not
exhibit the correct sensitivity to bleed flow rate. Additional
modeldevelopment is required to account for velocity components
normal to the wall. A Nashfactor of 0.2 in the aerodynamicmodel
results in very good prediction of the recirculation region pres-
sure and its sensitivity to bleed flow rate.
The fabrication of the dual throat calorimetric hardware estab-
lished the feasibility of the assemblyof dual thrust chambersby
conventional means. The problemsassociated with the calorimetric
hardwarewas unique. Thebasic steps in assembly, however, would
be similar for a regeneratively cooled dual thrust chamber. The
problemsencountered during assembly indicated alternate procedures




The dual-throat engine is one of the major engine system design
candidates that has been studied for advanced space transportation applica-
tions. The engine provides a thrust change and an in-flight area ratio change
•h_....h the "_ of " _um_u_Lu,_ with two throats in series As
......_.. _e two concentr;c ^^ k..--_.
shown in Figure 1 both the primary (inner) and the secondary (outer) com-
bustors are fired simultaneously (parallel burn) in Mode I (sea level) opera-
tion. The characteristics of Mode I operation are high mass flow (high
thrust) and low area ratio.. In Mode II, only the primary (inner) comubstor
operates. The exhaust plume fom the inner chamber expands through a low area
ratio nozzle and attaches at the secondary (outer) nozzle throat surface. The
plume shape and point of attachment to the secondary nozzle are controlled by
a small bleed flow in the secondary chamber. Operation of the primary (inner)
combustor alone allows the effective area ratio to be established by the exit
of the secondary combustor. The resulting large-area-ratio, lower-thrust unit
is typical of an upper stage engine. This dual-thrust, dual-area-ratio
feature of the engine provides a vehicle with an optimized thrust trajectory
for ascent-type missions--high thrust at sea level and low thrust, higher
performance at altitude.
The dual-throat thruster can provide dual-mode operation as well by
using different propellant combinations in each combustor (e.g., LOX/LH 2 in
the primary and LOX/RP-I in the secondary chamber). That is, the engine can
change from high-density propellants in the early flight stages to lower-
density, higher-performance propellants in the later stages of the flight.
Potential applications for dual-throat engines range from the space shuttle
and its derivatives to single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) vehicles. A typical pre-
liminary design layout of a dual throat engine burning both LH2 and a high
density fuel (HDF) such as RP-I is shown in Figure 2 (Reference I). An
artist's sketch of this engine with cutaway showing the dual throat arrange-
ment is shown in Figure 3. A closeup of the dual throat arrangement From
Figure 3 is given in Figure 4 to show the relative positioning of the mani-
folds, injectors, and chambers, and to identify the regions where thermal
investigation was deemed necessary.
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| II, Introduction (cont.)
B. PURPOSE AND SCOPE
"The purpose of the program is to develop a thermal model of a dual-
throat thruster and to acquire experimental data to upgrade the model. The
results of the program will allow detailed thermal design of dual-throat
thrusters to identify both cooling feasibility and pressure drops. Such data
are needed for power balance analyses which must accompany engine designs for
particular applications.
C. APPROACH
To accomplish the program objectives, the following specific tasks
were conducted according to the schedule of Figure 4a.
(1) Develop a detailed dual-throat thruster thermal model for use
in identifying thruster cooling requirements (Figure 5).
(2) Use the thermal model to examine four different systems, oper-
ating at different thrust ratios and different chamber pressure ratios
(Figure 6).
(3) Design, fabricate, and test subscale hardware to obtain data
for selected areas identified in Task 2 as having an insufficient data base
(Figure 7). The three areas that were identified as needing experimental heat
flux data were: (a) the primary nozzle during Mode I operation with the high
back pressure imposed by the secondary chamber, (b) the wake region at the tip
of the primary nozzle in Mode I and (c) the plume attachment region in Mode II
near the secondary chamber throat (see Figure 4).
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Figure 5. The Thermal Model Results from the Use of Existing Models and Dual-Throat Experience, Thermal Model I
Elements, and Aerodynamic Models
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Figure 8. Task 4 - Data Analysis, Program Activities
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Ill. THERMAL MODEL (TASK I)
A. OBJECTIVE
The purpose of this task is to develop a detailed thermal model of
the dual-throat thruster to be used to describe its cooling requirements.
The model output will describe the thruster coolant circuits and
operating characteristics such as coolant passage geometry, coolant veloc-
ities, temperatures, pressure, density, coolant heat transfer coeff}cients and
overall temperature and pressure change. The output shall also describe the
corresponding hot gas side characteristics and chamber material properties
including hot wall temperature and heat transfer coefficients.
B. APPROACH
The general approach to developing the thermal model is outlined in
Figure 5. Thermal model development consisted of three efforts: development
of a simplified model of the primary chamber lip region to replace 2-D and 3-D
SINDA models; development of a gas-side boundary condition model for the
secondary contour during Mode II operation with bleed Flow; and consolidation
of all dual throat model components, except TDE and the aerodynamic bleed flow
model, into a single thermal analysis computer program. -_
Special studies of the lip region were conducted previously, Refer-
ence 2, using a 3-D SINDA model with a square coolant channel corner. A 2-D
model with channel curvature but without lands between channels was also
available from acoustic cavity corner design studies. The purpose of the
present lip region effort was to develop a simplified analytical model with
channel curvature which simulates the SINDA network models. Pressure drop and
coolant bulk temperature rise calculations in the lip studies of Reference R2
were performed by hand. Therefore, it was necessary to include these calcula-
tions as well as the simplified wall analysis model in the overall thermal
analysis computer program.
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llI, B, Approach (cont.)
Previous thermal analyses of the dual throat concept have not con-
sidered the effects of bleed flow in ModeII. The original study, Refer-
ence I, considered only ModeI, since that is the modewhich would normally
define the cooling system. The next study, Reference 2, also considered Mode
II operation but without bleed Flow. As a result, a thermal model of the
secondarywith bleed Flow was required. Sucha model should include the
recirculation region and the film cooling effects of the bleed flow downstream
of the primary plume attachment point. The latter has beendeveloped herein
by extending the shear layer analysis of the aerodynamicbleed Flow model,
Reference2, in the form of a wall mixing layer adapted from the ATCgas film
cooling model of Reference 3. The emphasisin the present model is on nominal
bleed flow rates which result in the primary exhaust plumecreating very weak
oblique shockswhenattaching to the secondary nozzle.
Previous thermal analyses required a numberof computer programs,
including a boundary layer programto determine the ModeII heat transfer
coefficients downstreamof the primary plumeattachment point as well as
separate programsfor the selection of channel depths and the anlaysis of
specified depth profiles. Therefore, a primary objective of Task I of the
present contract was to consolidate the various parts of the regenerative-
cooling analyses into a single programand include the above lip region and
ModeII bleed flow models. This wasaccomplishedby modifying a version of
the SCALERregenerative-cooling programfor conventional chambers, which
already included the gas Film cooling model. A brief discussion of the resul-
tant program is included herein; a detailed user's manual is provided in
Reference 4.
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Ill, Thermal Model (Task I) (cont.)
C. RESULTS
I. Lip Region Model
A simplified lip region thermal model has been developed using
the coupled fin approach shown in Figure g along with corrections for !and
width. The model is symetrical except for different gas-side heat transfer
coefficients, with the end-wall (wake region) value being specified as a
fraction of the side-wall coefficient. A uniform coolant heat transfer coef-
ficient is applied, except for the curvature effect on fins IA and 2A, with
the wall temperature dependence based on the average of TWLC and TWL2 (see
Figure 9).
Fins I and 1A are solved for an effective heat transfer
coefficient hel at the interface with fin 3. An identical solution for fins 2
and 2A, but using the wake region hg, yields he2. Fin 3 is oriented with its
end points at the side wall and the interface with fin 2A; thus he2 is used as
a boundary condition while hel appears in the fin differential equation.
Internal resistances included in the fin equations are shown in Figure 9 and
are used to calculate surface temperatures such as TWGC, TWLC and TWL2 from
the fin solution temperatures.
The length of fins 1A and 2A and their internal resistance on
the coolant side are related to the channel radius of curvature Rc. As noted
on Figure 9, the length plus the additional wall thickness relative to fins I
and 2 is equal to the radius of curvature. The total thickness tWA of Fins IA
and 2A is based on the correlation of Figure 10 developed by simulating 2-D
SINDA model results. This correlation relates tWA to Rc and the thickness tw




III, C, Results (cont.)
Comparisonsof modelpredictions for cases with no channel
curvature with results from the 3-D SINDAmodel of Reference 2 defined cor-
rections to the two corner temperature predictions to account for land width
variations. There corrections are shownin Figure 11: the model predicts the
gas-side corner temperature with no correction for a land width of about 0.050
in. Twoalternate approachescould be developed using the fin model of
Figure 12 to account for the land perturbation. In one case the channel
centerline would be insulated and a land correction defined relative to the
one-dimensional solution with no land. In the other case the solution for the
heat transfer at the channel centerline for an assumedcenterline temperature
would be used to create transverse heat source terms in the fin equations
associated with the model of Figure 9. Thesealternate approacheshave the
advantageof accounting for the effect of channel depth on the land fin effec-
tiveness.
The lip region pressure drop includes a turn loss based on the
higher velocity head, calculated using a specified k-factor, plus a friction
term based on the length tli p - 2 tw.
2. Mode II Secondary Model
A gas-side boundary condition model for the secondary chamber
during Mode II operation has been developed for the region downstream of the
primary plume attachment point. As shown schematically in Figure 13, the
model represents a continuation of the shear layer from the aerodynamic bleed
flow model,in the form of a mixing layer with a wall boundary layer submerged
within it. The flow in the shear layer outside the "d" streamline forms the
initial flow in the mixing layer, which accounts for the film cooling effect
of the bleed flow on the adiabatic wall temperature. The mixing layer model
was developed from the ATC entrainment film cooling model, Reference 3, and
predicts axial profiles of the mixture ratio at the wall and the adiabatic
wall temperature. An integral energy equation model of the thermal boundary
layer was added to define heat transfer coefficients. Details of these models
are given in Appendix A.
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Ill, C, Results (cont.)
Two-dimensional, finite-difference boundary layer analyses
were run for the baseline design of Reference 2 using the NASA-Langleycom-
puter programdescribed in References 5 and 6 with initial profiles from the
shear layer model. Theseanalyses provided the detailed mixing layer and wall
heat transfer characteristics which the engineering models developed in this
task must represent. Twosuch analyses were made: adiabatic wail and cooled
wall. Adiabatic wall cases were run for two values of the reference Reynolds
numberto approximate the range of primary chamberpressures of interest in
Task II.
3. Consolidated Computer Program Development
A regenerative-cooling computer program with dual throat
geometry features was available from the design studies of Reference 2; this
program has been developed from an early version of the SCALER program for
conventional chambers. However, subsequent development of SCALER, including
addition of the gas film cooling model of Reference 3, had created a program
which was easier to use, was a much more powerful design tool and included the
framework for the new Mode II mixing layer model. Therefore, it was decided
to use the latest SCALER program as the starting point for the new consoli-
dated dual throat thermal analysis program. The major modifications required
were:
(I) Incorporating the dual throat geometry features from the
previous program used in Reference 2,
(2) Adding the special wall analysis at the primary chamber
exit lip corners,
(3) Generalizing the film cooling model as defined in Appen-
dix A to account for the initial mixing of bleed and primary flows which
occurs in the shear layer of the aerodynmlc bleed flow model,
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(4) Adding the simplified heat transfer modeldefined in
AppendixA for the recirculation region,
(5) Adding the boundarylayer model downstreamof the primary
plume attachment point, and
(6) Incorporating an analysis option for specified channel
depth profiles.
Additional changesprovided for greater flexibility in deFin-
ing the starting and termination points for cooling circuit segmentsand for
expandeddiagnostic output after convergencefailures.
Features included in the program as a result of its derivation
from the latest SCALERinclude the following:
(i) Channel layouts maybe specified or calculated internally
based on constraints on channel aspect ratio, coolant massvelocity or fric-
tion pressure gradient,
as needed,
(2) A wall strength check, with the wall thickness increased
failure.
(3) Axial incrementsubdivision in the event of convergence
A detailed user's manualFor the thermal analysis program is
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Figure 13. Mode II Thermal Model is a Continuation of the Aerodynamic Bleed




The objective of this task was to design, fabricate, and test
experimental dual throat hardware to provide the data base for tuning the
thermal model. Because full scale hardware was beyond the scope of the pro-
gram, an additional objective was to provide the scaling rationale that justi-
fied the selected low thrust and reduced chamber pressure test conditions.
B. APPROACH
The approach for this task is summarized in Figure 7. The approach











Test Apparatus concept selection.
Scaling procedure selection.
Geometry definition.
Thruster design (preliminary and detail).
Test hardware manufacture.
Test planning/test stand preparation.
Hardware assembly and installation.
Hardware/Test stand flow calibration.
Hot fire test program.
Data reduction.
C. RESULTS
1. Test Apparatus Concept Selection
The axisymmetric bipropellant dual-throat thruster assembly,
shown in Figures 14 and 15, was selected after detailed examination of several
candidate concepts. These alternates included larger-scale calorimeter cham-
bers and non-axisymmetric (2-D) thrusters. Both bipropellant gas
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generation and the use of hot gas (e.g., heated N2) were considered.
H2-cooled, water-cooled, and uncooled combustionchamberswere examined. The
larger scale chamberswere rejected for cost considerations. Uncertainties in
the interpretation of aerodynamicand thermal data from 2-D chambersled to
their rejection.
The study concluded that the configuration shownin Figure 14
offered the best Flexibility, lowest costs and the minimumrisk since all of
its componentsare basedupon successful results with previously tested
hardware. The design readily allowed for changes in chamber-to-chamber
length.
The selected apparatus utilized a gaseousoxygen/gaseous
hydrogeninjector to avoid the exponential delta P that results from liquid
propellant injection. Ignition of the primary chamberwas accomplishedwith a
hydrogen/oxygentorch igniter. The secondary chamberwasback-lighted by hot
primary gases.
The injector geometry included resonator cavities for dynamic
stability and tuning blocks to modify the cavity size as required. Nomodifi-
cation of the cavities were neededduring the test series.
Circular calorimetric coolant passagegeometry wasutilized to
obtain heat flux data versus axial station. The coolant passagedesign was
selected to allow sufficient coolant temperature rise during the tests. The
coolant flow rate wasmodified in any circuit by changing its orifice size.
Becauseconduction betweenaxial passagescould obscure temperature data, the
passageswere through a low conductivity material core.
2. Scalinq Procedure Selection
Similarity parameters conventionally utilized for heat trans-
fer scaling were applied to predict the range of scaling allowed by the test
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parameters. For example, the turbulent boundary layer conditions in the
primary chambernozzle dictated the lower limit in chamberpressure that would
provide scalable test data. Experimental data indicate a freestream Reynolds
numberof about 600,000 to be the lower limit of the turbulent regime, which
corresponds to a film Reynolds numberof 1.3 x 106. Thesecriteria were
converted to a thrust-chamber pressure (F X PC)product at a given mixture
ratio and expansion area ratio. (SeeFigure 17).
The similarity criteria indicated the need for a large chamber
pressure Variation in order to maximizethe Reynolds numbervariation For
scaling. It was also necessary to operate the test hardware over a wide range
of mixture ratio in order to obtain a large gas property (gamma,etc.) range
to simulate dual fuel gas properties.
3. Geometry Definition
The design point operating characteristics of the dual throat
thruster are given in Table I. The nominal sea level thrust for mode I is
5000 LBF, with the secondary stream tube contributing 70% of the thrust. The
vacuum thrust ratio (F1/F2) is just under 3:1. Mode II testing was conducted
at sea level conditions at a thrust level of 1500 Ibf.
The dimensions of the test unit were established from aerody-
namic (aerodynamic model), thermal (thermal model), and Fabrication (mechani-
cal design) considerations. The test unit geometry is shown in the schematic
of Figure 16.
a. Design Point Selection
Relative sizing of the two chambers was based on providing 70
percent of the Mode I thrust From the secondary at a pressure ratio (secon-
dary/primary) of 0.7. Primary throat diameter selection was based on provid-
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BASELINE DESIGN FOR SIZING TEST HARDWARE
* * * Dual Throat Engine Performance Model * * *
Propel lants






Nozzle Exlt Pressure, PSIA
Nozzle Area Ratio
ODE ISP (Sea Level), Sec




Boundary Layer Loss, Sec
Delivered ISP (Sea Level), Sec
Delivered ISP (Vacuum), Sec
ISP Efficiency (Sea Level)
ISP Efficiency (Vacuum)
Mode I - Parallel Mode 2 (Conventlonal Nozzle)
Primary Chamber Secondary Chamber
Stream Tube Mass Averaged
02/H2 02/H2 02/H2
1512.7 3487.3 TOTAL : 5000.0
1613.3 3719.3 TOTAL = 5332.6 2013.1
30.3 69.7
349.9 EFFECTIVE 350.0 500.0
7.0 l.O 7.0
1 •197 I.198 1.197
40.00 40.000
2.08 2.08 2.08 9.77
310.9 310.9 310.9
330.5 330.5 330.5 403.3
• 9842 .9842 .9990
.9767 .9796 .9854







.9516 .9506 .9509 .9731
C-Star, Ft/Sec 7232.5 7232.6 7263.0
Fuel Flow Rate, LBMISec
Oxidizer Flow Rate, LBM/Sec








5.1 11.8 17.0 rs.I
1.02 1.56 1.8_ .86




Mode 1 to Mode 2 Thrust Split - 2.649
Primary Nozzle Area Ratio = 2.615
Secondary Nozzle Convergence Length - 3.673
Secondary Contraction Ratio = 3.346
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ing a maximum primary chamber pressure range in order to provide for extrapo-
lation of the resultant test data to prototype Reynolds numbers. This selec-
tion was constrained by the Following Factors, which are illustrated in Figure
17 for water-cooled OFHC walls with 02/H2 propellants:
(1) Maintaining turbulent Flow in the throat region of the
primary chamber, which requires a film Reynolds number
(based on diameter) of 1.3 x 106 or higher.
(2) Providing 6 sec test durations with existing water tank
capacity.
(3) Limiting the primary chamber pressure to provide adequate
cooling with the available tank pressure of 3300 psia and
minimizing extrapolation of the data base for the pro-
posed injector design.
(4) Providing adequate heat flux measurement resolution
without resorting to very small channel widths (minimum
hardware size limit).
These considerations resulted in selection of a maximum pri-
mary chamber pressure of 850 psia and a thruster size which would produce 8500
Ibf thrust at that pressure. All design studies assumed a mixture ratio of
5.0, which results in the maximum heat flux, and were limited to the nominal
nozzle spacing of 2.5 in. At the design pressure ratio and nozzle spacing,
operation at a primary Pc of 1000 psia is possible at mixture ratios below 3.0
in order to maximize the Reynolds number.
4. Thruster Design (Preliminary and Detail)
The design and analytic processes required to complete the
design of the dual-throat thruster hardware included a variety of activities
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which had considerable interaction. The activities are necessarily doubled
becauseof the dual-throat thruster with its coaxial injector-chamber arrange-
ment. Preliminary design activities allowed the developmentof an analytic-
ally supported design layout of the test thruster. Detailed thermal design of
the thruster followed to finalize the coolant circuitry details.
ao Primary Injector Design
The primary injector design was based on prior Aerojet
experience obtained on three different 02/H2 injector programs (References
7-9). The GO2/GH2 injector design was selected because of: (I) the gas-gas
system's broader range of operating conditions, (2) the elimination of time-
consuming chill-down operations between tests, and (3) the improved stability
characteristics for off-design conditions.
Details of the primary injector design are given in
Appendix E. Primary injector fuel platelet and oxidizer platelet assemblies
are given in Appendix E. The injector utilizes swirl co-axial elements
similar to those used in Reference 7.
The faceplate of the primary injector was electron-beam
welded to the injector body at its periphery and near its center. Resonator
cavities located at the periphery of the injector were milled into the injec-
tor bodies. Cavity inserts (not needed during testing) could be attached by
bolting to the ceiling of the cavities to allow the resonators to be tuned.
The fuel inlet torus surrounding each injector resonator
was designed for constant flow velocity. Fuel distribution holes were spaced
circumferentially midway between the outer row of coaxial elements. The fuel
manifolds were bounded by the faceplate and injector body.
The oxidizer manifold of the primary combustor was
located on the backside of the injector surrounding the torch igniter port.
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Theoxidizer tubes were recessed approximately one tube diameter into the
faceplate and were held concentric within the fuel discharge orifice by tabs
integral with the faceplate. The oxidizer tubes were brazed into the injector
body. Gaseousoxygen entered the oxidizer tubes tangentially to form a hollow
cone spray as it ejected from the tube into the surrounding GH2. The tangen-
tial oxidizer flow was established by meansof flow passages located in a
stack of photoetched and bondedsteel platelets which were located immediatley
upstreamof the tube inlets. The oxidizer manifold of the primary injector
wascreated by electron-beam welding the outside diameter of the closure plate
to the injector body and by brazing the central portion of the closure plate
which contains the igniter chamber.
The fuel manifold wasmachinedfrom the face side of the
injector body. The fuel entered the manifold Fromequally spaced radial
drilled bleed holes which match the numberof injection elements in the outer
most row. The primary injector was joined to the combustor by 12 bolts which
passed through the primary chamberflange into the secondary injector oxidizer
cover plate.
b. Secondary Injector Design
The secondary injector utilized co-axial elements similar
to the primary injector. The secondary injector design details are shownin
Figures in Appendix E and the injector fuel and oxidizer platelet assembly
details are given in Appendix E.
The design details, manufacture, and assemblyof the
secondary injector were similar to those given for the primary injector. Back
lighting of the secondarycombustorfrom the primary combustor eliminated the
need for a separate secondary ignitor.
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c. Thrust ChamberDesign
The thrust chamberdesign process proved to be very
complicated. Therewere double the usual injector-chamber interfaces and
there were interfaces betweenthe chambersthemselves. The most complicated
design involved the coolant circuits of the primary chamber. Becausethe
primary chamberwascantilevered inside the secondary chamber,coolant cir-
cuits had to be fed axially downthe chamberbarrel.
Both the primary and secondarycombustionchamberswere
water-cooled and featured calorimetric circuits over their convergent-diver-
gent nozzles. The circuits of the secondary combustornozzle were arrayed on
the internal diameter, while the wall of the primary combustor had coolant
passageson both internal and outside diameters. The overall arrangementof
the two chambersis shownin Figure 14.
Three types of water-cooling circuits were utilized in
the chamberdesigns as illustrated in Figure 18. Type A were circumferential
circuits for the local heat flux measurementin which a numberof segments
flow in series. Bulk temperatures were measuredat the crossovers between
segments,each of which consisted of 1 to 3 channels in parallel. A bulk
temperature rise of at least 50 degrees fahrenheit wasdesired for each seg-
ment to assure heat load measurementaccuracy. Thesecircuits were located in
three regions as shownin Figure 18: (i) primary chamberFromjust upstream
of the throat to the end of the nozzle, (2) primary chamberexit lip, and (3)
secondarychamberfrom the mode2 impingment location farthest upstream to a
point downstreamof the throat.
Type B were circumferential circuits in which a larger
numberof channels flow in parallel. Thesecircuits cooled the remainder of
the secondarychamber(outer wall) and provided a gross heat load measurement
over a relatively large axial section.
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Type C were axial circuits in which multiple channels
flowed in parallel. Thesecircuits cooled the remainder of the primary nozzle
and most of the outer wall of the primary chamber(inner wall of the secondary
chamber).
(1) Primary Chamber
The coolant circuitry for the primary chamberis
given in Figure 19. The circuitry wasdesigned for finer flux resolution in
the areas of thermal interest. Theseare the internal diameter and tip of the
primary nozzle and are numberedfor easy reference in Figure 20.
The channels in the tip (or lip) region of the
primary nozzle were at each corner and in the center of the downstream(wake
region) surface. In addition, small channels were provided just upstream on
both the primary and secondary surfaces to obtain side wall heat fluxes for
use in partitioning the corner channel heat loads into side wall and wakewall
components. Eachbulk temperature rise segmentin the primary nozzle and lip
was a separate circuit.
The cross section of circuit no. 2 in the primary
chamberis shownin Figure 21. Cross sections of circuits'no. 2 and 3 in
Figure 22 illustrate the inlet and outlet feed channel to the circuits.
The surfaces which were exposed to the combustion
processes were madefrom OFHCcopper. The water passageswere mostly circum-
ferential, providing axial flux distribution data and allowing Fabrication by
turning rather than milling operations.
Detail drawings of the primary chamberassemblyare
given in Appendix E. Drawingsfor the primary chamber lip platelet section
are given in Appendix E. A discussion of these componentsand their assembly
will be given in the section on test hardwaremanufacture.
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Thermal analyses of the primary chamber axial chan-
nels (which cooled the inner and outer surfaces) and the size required for the
feed holes for the calorimeter channels dictated a chamber wall thickness of
0.78 in. The wall cross-section data are given in Table II.
Hydraulic analysis of the water cooling circuits of
the primary chamber indicated a chamber pressure limit of about 850 psia using
the channel geometry values shown in Table Ill and the assumption that the
cooling circuits would be orificed to maintain a minimum static pressure of
1000 psia. Results of the hydraulic pressure drop analysis are summarized in
Table IV for eight of the twelve primary chamber calorimeter circuits and the
axial coolant circuit. The analysis (I) the defined maximum pressure drop
(Delta P) expected (i.e., the maximum supply pressure required for testing),
(2) determined the areas of minimum and maximum static pressure in the cooling
channels for subcooling and strength conditions, and (3) determined the areas
of potential flow separation considered undesirable for heat transfer.
As a result of the analysis, it was recommended that
the inlets to the EDM channels be chamferred to avoid flow discontinuities.
A thermal analysis was performed to finalize the
primary chamber channel dimensions and the coolant flowrates. The thermal
design considerations are summarized in Table V. The number of cooling cir-
cuits and temperature measurements, and the maximum coolant flow for each
component of the dual-throat system are summarized in Table VI.
Thermal design data for the primary chamber axial
circuit are given in Table VII. The thermal data for the primary chamber
channels are given in Tables Ill and VIII. The wall strength margins of the
primary chamber are presented in Table IX.
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PRIMARY CHAMBER CALORIMETER CIRCUIT GEOMETRY/THERMAL DATA
Channel Land Channel Flow
Width Width Depth (Avg) Lb/Sec
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.078 0.047 ± 0.005 1.13
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.078
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.078 0.046 0.55
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.078 0.048 1.13
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.088
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.098 0.055 1.26
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.108
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.118 0.060 1.35
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.118
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.118 0.065 1.35
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.128
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.130 0.070 1.34
0.0625 ± 0.003 0.120
0.080 0.053 ± 0.003 0.58
O.080
9 0.040 0.077 0.63
O.098
10 0.040 0.077 0.30
O.098
11 0.040 0.077 0.59
O. 080


































































Pc = 850/595 O/F = 5
Pc = 1000/700 O/F = 2
Bulk Temperature Rise > 50°F in Calorimeter Circuits
Burnout Safety Factor > 2,01
= 1.25 (Correlation data scatter)
x 1.15 (Operating point and dimensional tolerances,
except channel dimensions)
x 1.40 (hg uncertainty allowance)
Wall Temperature < 900°F (750°F in barrels)
Wall Strength
w + 0.003 (2 Fty)t w - 0.005 < Pch
0.5
Fty for coarse grain OFHC









No. No. ATb MaximumCoolant






*Maximum flow testing will probably be with a single spacer,
• Maximum flow = 77.72 Ib/sec
4O
TABLE Vll

































16.2 32.2 12.4 17.0
18.1 32.0 17.6 14.7
2.23 2.05 2.04 2.95
Coolant Flow: 26.7 Ib/sec




Heat Flux Wall Minimum
Gas-Side Coolant-Side Temperature, Velocity,
Channel B_u/in,2--sec °F ft/sec BOSF*
EDM Annulus 28.9 32.3 928 155 2.01
1A 32.3 37.6 882 192 1.99
IB, 2, 3A 34.5 36.7 886 191 2.02
4B 32.5 36.4 897 187 1,99
5A 31.1 35.8 892 184 2.00
6A 28.5 33.5 861 171 1.99
7A 26.0 31.3 825 158 1.99
8 24.5 27.7 767 151 2.13
9 22.0 42.6 913 230 2.01
i0 18.5 19.4 658 108 2.06
11 18.4 38.9 832 213 2.02
12 17.5 22.0 780 118 2.01
EDM Transition 17.0 16.4 731 78 2.04
Primary Exit 8,0 13.4 772 101 2.98

























*Based on minimum wall section
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(2) Secondary Chamber
The coolant circuitry for the secondary chamber is
shown in Figure 23 and the relative position of primary to secondary circuits
is shown in Figure 23A. The flowrates, coolant temperature rise, and channel
depths for the secondary chamber are given in Table X. Th coolant channel and
wall thickness criteria from the thermal and structures analysis are given in
Table XI.
The supply pressures required for each circuit of
the secondary chamber are listed in Table XII. The minimum static pressure
assumed for the calorimeter channels is 1000 psia, based on subcooling crite-
ria. The supply pressures were calculated at the inlet to a six inch long
Feed tube into the chamber.
Secondary chamber assembly drawings are shown in
Appendix E. A drawing of the L' spacer is depicted in Appendix E.
5. Test Hardware Manufacture
To accomplish the goals of the program it was necessary to
build both an operatlng dual thrust chamber and a data gathering instrument
into the same unit. The two functions compounded the already complex design
and the fabricability of the thrust chamber assemblies (Reference 10). The
driving design factors, the major problems encountered, and the repairs that
resulted in a deliverable test thruster are summarized in this section.
The cutaway drawing that illustrates the general arrangement
of the bolt-together assembly of the dual throat thruster is shown in
Figure 14. The manufacturing process consisted of precision machining and
state-of-the-art brazing. There were Five major assemblies in the order of
decreasing complexity: primary chamber, secondary chamber, primary injector,







































































































































REQUIRED SUPPLY PRESSURES FOR SECONDARY CHAMBER CIRCUITS















IV, C, Results (cont.)
The chamberdesigns, with their complexpassagesand details
of assembly, did not offer manyjoining alternatives. Electron beamwelding
(EBW)wasutilized for the circular butt welds very effectively. The long
cylindrical and inaccessible internal joints could only be brazed. Becauseof
the nature of the designs, it was necessaryto go through several sequential
braze cycles in order to build up the assemblies. Nickel-gold braze alloys of
varying composition were selected to allow decreasing brazing temperatures
during subsequentsubassemblies.
a. Primary Chamber(Drawing 1194055)
The primary combustionchamber(see Appendix E) was a
complexbimetallic brazed assemblythat was internally cooled. It was
designed to gather calorimetric data. Both the inner and outer copper sur-
faces were contoured. The inside hasa typical converging/diverging configu-
ration and the external surface wascomplimentary to the contour of the sec-
ondary chamber. The internal configuration included longitudinal slots and
deep drilled holes that were the supply passagesfor the water cooling and the
calormetric circuits. Thesecircuits provided for gathering data from the
throat area to the nozzle tip via circumferential grooves in the inner liner
and a brazed-on copper photoetched platelet bondednozzle tip.
Becauseof the uniformity required for accurate data
gathering, the precise fitup required for brazing, and the exact clocking
required for line-up of the passagesduring the heat shrink assemblies, the
unit becamea precise instrument. Figures 24, 25, 26 illustrate the assembly
process.
(i) Liner Ring -9 Assembly
The inner liner consisted of the OFHCcopper core
with CRES304L split rings brazed into the calorimetric circuit grooves in the
throat and nozzle. Only half of the taper bottom grooves, shownin Figure 63,
were machinedat a time and their respective split rings brazed into place.
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This procedure rigidified the part so the cycle could be repeated for the
other half of the grooves and rings. Figure 27 also showsthe 36 feed slots
or channels that were formed in the inner liner by the EDMprocess.
(2) Liner Core -19 Assembly
The liner core assemblyconsisted of the copper
outer liner and the two CRES304Lcore (forward and aft) members.Figures 28
and 29 showthe componentsprior to assembly, and Figure 30 is a sketch of the
assemblysequence.
The forward and aft cores acted as internal stiff-
ening membersto the two copper liners. The most difficult operation was the
drilling of the 24 .25-in. dia. by 6-in. deep calorimeter feed holes with a
true position tolerance of .005 dia. over their entire lengths. The holes
were gun drilled and the tolerances were met.
The radial slots in the forward core (see Figures 28
and 29) were to feed the aft core slots, which in turn were to feed the calo-
rimetric grooves of the inner liner. Becauseof the precise clocking required
during heat shrink assembly, the special tool shownin Figure 30 wasutilized.
(3) Liner Ring/Liner Core -29 Assembly
This assemblymatchmachinedthe -9 liner ring
assemblyand the -19 liner core assemblyand brazed them together. Figure 31
showsthe assemblyand the sequenceof using a long guide pin to orient the
inner liner. This brazing operation represented the third braze cycle the
unit had experienced.
(4) Liner Platelet -39 Assembly
A copper platelet stack (Figure 32) with photoetched
cooling circuits for the primary nozzle lip was diffusion bondedand prepared
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for assemblyto the unit shownin Figure 33. Figure 34 showsthe unit after
assemblyand Figure 35 is a schematic sketch of the assembly.
Upon completion of this assembly, the unit had been
through 6 cycles of brazing temperatures. A proof test was performed on the
unit at this point to check the integrity of the brazes. The outer liner
failed indicating that the braze had been degraded or that the liner had never
been satisfactorily brazed. A portion of the outer liner was machined off and
a flanged copper sleeve was brazed to the unit for repair (Fig. 37).
(5) Final Machine -49 Assembly
The inside and outside diameter contours of the
primary chamber were tracer turned and 48 feed tubes were brazed to the unit
as shown in Figure 36. The chamber was traced from both ends to machine the
internal configuration. The outside diameter taper was changed from 20 to 23
degrees in order to add length to the copper to copper repair joint line of
the sleeve and cylinder. Figure 37 shows the final configuration and the
deviation. The final unit had experienced 10 brazing cycles.
(6) Final Proof and Leak Test
When the primary chamber assembly was subjected to a
proof pressure check at 1200 psig small leaks were found at the Flange repair
joint and at the inner liner forward cone joint. It was decided not to risk
any more braze cycles with the unit, especially since the wall thickness was
now at its minimum (.078-in.) and would contribute very little to the struc-
tural strength during brazing. The leaks were closed by peening to allow
completion of the 1200 psig test.
A cursory gaseous nitrogen leak check on the unit
indicated cross talk between the calorimeter circuits. Water calibration
tests showed that circuits 5 and 6 (Figure 20) had an excessive internal
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leak. A review of the drawing dimensions showed that circuit 6 had a .022-in.
built-in gap if all dimensions were nominal, as shown in Figure 38. No such
gap was designed into circuit 5 so it was assumed that there was a continuous
gap between the two CRES core sections. It was believed that the internal
leakage would cause some problems in interpreting the test data, but that the
.... a_s_,.p_,on proved to be correct._c_.,_ .... sleakage could be _ _,_+oa fo_ T_ .... +_
b. Secondary Chamber (Drawing 1194060)
The secondary (or outer) chamber was a 40 groove
copper chamber brazed into a CRES 304 outer liner with 26 inlet/outlet tubes
and several instrumentation ports. Figure 39 is a sketch of the completed
unit.
A minimum of four brazing cycles were required to
assemble the chamber. As with the primary chamber, the internal diameter
contour was tracer turned in the final machining operation.
(1) Core
With 40 grooves in the core, many of the lands
were only .038-in. thick and could be easily distorted. Therefore, they were
machined in 3 cycles to maintain maximum body strength. The three machining
and brazing cycles shown in Figure 40 were as follows: (1) machine approxi-
mately one half of the grooves and braze the appropriate split ringsas shown
in Figure 41, (2) machine all but the grooves at the ends of the inserts and
braze the appropriate split rings, (3) machine the slots and grooves for the
inserts and braze the inserts.
The core was final match machined on the out-
side diameter for insertion into the outer liner. Photographs of the core
before and after machining are given in Figures 42 and 43.
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(2) Outer Liner
The outer liner was roughed out, finish turned
on the outside diameter, and then semi-finished on the inside diameter from a
CRES304Lbillet. The tubing sockets and instrumentation ports were milled at
location and the shapedrecesses in the ID were EDM'dto design. The liner
and tubes were brazed at a temperature that also served to anneal the part.
The ID was then machinedto join with the core.
(3) Assemblyand Final Machining
The liner washeated to 500 degrees F and the core
was frozen to -320 degrees F in liquid nitrogen for assembly. The part was
brazed at 1800degrees F. The I.D. of the chamberwascontoured in a tracer
lathe Fromboth ends. Becauseof one deep groove mistakenly machined into the
hardware, the contour wasmadeto the lowest possible dimension. Therefore,
the forward, aft, and throat diameters are .010-in. less than the nominal
dimension. The finished secondarychamberis shownin Figure 44.
(4) Proof Test and Leak Check
The secondarychamberpassed a proof pressure test
with 1200psig gaseousnitrogen. Water flow of the circuits indicated a small
amountof cross-talk in the throat circuits.
c. Primary Injector (Drawing 1194044)
Theprimary injector wasa coaxial type design with
42 .312-in. dia oxidizer swirler tubes passing through the fuel manifold and
platelet stack. An oxidizer platelet stack wasalso used to induce swirling
in the oxidizer tubes. The injector had 12 pocket tuneable acoustical cavi-
ties surrounding the Faceplate. Figures 45-47 present sketches and photo-
graphs of the assembly.
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Copperbrazing was used to join the body, swirler
tubes, and the fuel face stack. The oxidizer and fuel covers were E.B. welded
in place and the fuel inlet tube was tig weld assembled.
Becauseof the similarity of the primary and second-
ary injector platelet stacks the art work wasmadeso that both stacks would
be photoetched and diffusion bondedas a single stack. A photograph of the
machinedoxidizer stacks are given in Figure 48. After the stack wasmatch
machinedto the strongback dimensions, the stack was bondedto the strongback.
Final machining consisted of finishing the face side
and machining the igniter port. A backflush cleaning was performed and the
part was sent to the test area for assembly.
d. SecondaryInjector (Drawing 1194060)
The secondary injector was coaxial and similar to
the primary injector except for the annual shape. It had 126 brazed swirler
tubes, swirler platelet stack, and fuel face plate similar to the primary
injector. The samebrazing techniques were used as with the primary.
Photographsof the secondary injector in various
stages of assemblyare given in Figures 49-53.
e. L' Spacer Ring (Drawing 1194058)
There were two L' rings madeto allow adjustment of
the primary to secondarynozzle spacing. The assemblyconsisted of a CRES
304Louter ring and a grooved copper inner ring. Photographsof the brazed
rings are given in Figure 54.
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6. Test Planning/Test Stand Preparation
The test plan was generated to evaluate the critical
areas associated with the unique configuration of the dual-throat system.
Cold flow testing (Reference 11) had shown a plume attachment shock
(Figure 55) in the secondary chamber nozzle area during Mode II (primary
chamber only firing). The heat transfer associated with this shock and the
effect of bleed flow on the thermal conditions had to be determined. The test
series to generate the required mode 2 data is described in Figure 56 and in
Table XIII.
The mode 2 test series involved the following: (I) a
bleed flow survey with gaseous hydrogen, (2) a mixture ratio survey to provide
a wide reynolds number range, (3) a pressure survey to generate a heat Flux
range, and (4) a nozzle spacing survey to determine the aerothermodynamic
effects that were geometry-related.
Two areas of concern during mode i firing were the heat
transfer at the primary chamber nozzle lip and the heat transfer associated
with the shocks in the primary nozzle. The test series to provide the mode i
data is described in Figure 57 and in Table XIV. Like the mode 2 tests, the
mode i test series involved test variations in mixture ratio, chamber
pressure, and nozzle spacing. In addition, the effect of the secondary-to-
primary chamber pressure ratio on the thermal conditions were to be evaluated.
Test stand JIA in the Aerojet J-area was selected For hot
Fire testing of the dual throat hardware. The JIA test stand flow diagram is
depicted in Figure 58. The gaseous oxygen and gaseous hydrogen piping layout
for the stand are shown in the figure. The water supply circuits and the
anticipated manifold pressures are indicated in Figure 59. Instrumentation
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IV, C, Results (cont.)
7. Hardware Assembly and Installation
The assembled dual throat thruster was installed on the JIA
test stand corresponding to the diagrams of Figures 59 and 60. The locations
of the many water circuits and instrumentation ports for the thruster are
given in Figure 61. Only the locations in the circumferential plane are
shown. The water inlet and outlet circuits for the primary system are all
basically in the same axial plane. The figure defines the location for the
circuits given in Table XV.
Two views of the installed hardware are given in Figures 62
and 63. The hardware is seen with the pressure-check end plate mounted to the
secondary nozzle exit. Water feed and exit lines to the axial coolant
channels and the calorimeter channels are not connected in the figure. The
inlet and outlet manifolds for the water coolant calorimeter channels are
shown in Figure 63 as upright manifolds at each side of the pciture. The
inlet and outlet manifolds for the axial circuits of the primary chamber are
the horizontal manifolds near the ground on both side of Figure 63. Flex
lines on the inlet manifold (right side of Figure 63) are shown connected to
the manifold, but pulled out of the picture for clarity.
8. Hardware/Test Stand Flow Calibration
Three views of the dual throat hardware on the JIA test stand
are shown in Figures 64, 65, and 66 prior to hot firing. The water coolant
lines are connected (see Figure 62 for comparison). Each outlet line was
equipped with an orifice, a pressure transducer and a thermocouple. Five of
the outlet lines were equipped with flowmeters.
a. Igniter Checkout Testing
The GOX/GH 2 was checked out with both cold flow and
ignition tests. There was a 65 msec lag from the GOX valve signal to GOX


























IV, C, Results (cont.)
pressure (PFJI) rise. An igniter GOXlead of 150 msecwasutilized during
ignition. Upstreampressures in the GOXand GH2 circuits were set at 1000
psia and 1500psia, respectively, for an igniter chamberpressure of 400 psia.
The igniter proved to be very reliable for primary cham-
ber ignition over all mixture ratios tested.
b. Injector CheckoutTesting
The primary and secondary injectors were cold flowed with
GOXand with Helium (GH2circuit only). The injector flow equation and the KW
of the flow circuits are given in Table XVI.
c. Water Coolant Circuit Calibration
Calibration tests were conducted to measurethe flow
coefficients of the calorimeter and axial coolant circuits at rated flow
rates. Becauseof the interchannel leakage in the primary chambercircuits
and in someof the secondarychambercircuits, flowmeters were placed in both
inlet and outlet lines as shownin Figure 67.
The calibration data are summarizedin Table XVII. The
pressures PWY-XXfor each circuit are those upstream of the measuring orifice
shownin Figure 67. The flowrates, FWY-XX,the orifice diameters, DWY-XX,and
the pressure drop across the orifice, A PWY-XX,were used to calculate the
CDWY-XXvalues shown. The variation in flow coefficients (CD) can be attri-
buted to the differences in configurations and line sizes, to slight varia-
tions in the actual orifice diameters, and to normal variations in the pres-
sure and flow rate measurements. Becauseeach circuit is calibrated, the
absolute value of the coefficients is not necessary in obtaining accurate flow
rates from the pressure drop across the orifice circuit.
Thewater inlet pressure to the unit in the tests was
1571psig and the outlet pressure was 572 psig. The inlet and outlet manifold
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CALCULATED Kw VALUES FOR EACH INJECTOR AND PROPELLANT
Injector Propellant Kw






Kw PI P2 P2




- P2Kw P1 (_=) ( )
_H2 : 0.54 ¢ T ¢ "i
1.714
where P1 = upstream gas pressure
P2 = downstream gas pressure
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TABLE XVII
WATER COOLANT CIRCUIT CALIBRATION DATA
Orifice
Pressure Flow Rate Diameter
CIRCUIT PWY-XX FWY-XX DWY-XX
Y-XX (psig) (Ib/sec) (in.)
P-1 741 1.525 .179
P-2 801 .770 .122
P-3 776 1.205 .156
P-4 812 1.422 .179
P-5 816 2.260 .215
P-6 777 2.484 .230
P-7 810 1.374 .161
P-8 746 .961 .138
P-9 783 .636 .115
P-IO 733 .729 .122
P-11 732 .869 .138
P-12 718 .714 .131
P-13 764 24.16(22.11) .725
S-1 1570 .492 .075
S-2 1566 .492 .075
S-3 1364 .999 .106
S-4 818 1.421 .179
S-5 1285 1.543 .131
S-6 1323 1.134 .110
S-7 1316 1.137 .110
S-8 1318 1.011 .110
S-9 1283 1.254 .115
S-I0 1412 1.076 .106
S-11 1514 .683 .081
S-12 1503 .517 .084
S-13 1470 .598 .075
L1 1551 .695 .081
UNIT 1571 52_16(50.11) --
Inlet and Outlet Manifold Flow Rates (See
FWIM = 51.05 Ib/sec
FWOM = 51.03 Ib/sec
CDWY_XX = .2412 _/(DWY-XX) 2
Where APWY-XX = (PWY-XX) -
Orifice Orifice































Figure 67 for definitions)
JAPWY-XX
PWOM w = coolant water flow rate
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flow rate measurements(FWIMand FWOM)are in good agreementas shownin Table
XVII. The sumof the individual circuit flow rates amountsto 52.16 and 50.11
LBM/SECdepending uponwhether the axial primary circuit P13 is computedfrom
a flow calibration Cpor by difference from the total inlet flow and a sumof
the individual circuits. The averageof the two P13values whenaddedto the
sumof the other circuits gives exceptional agreementwith the measuredinlet
and outlet total flows.
Several approacheswere considered for caibrating the
coolant channels for flow measurementand control purposes. The methodthat
had proved successful on a previous study (Reference 12) was the preferred
approach. That experimental setup provided for redundancyin a numberof key
measurements. Eachchambercooling circuit KWwasdetermined, calibrated
discharge orifices were utilized in each circuit, and flow meters were used in
five of the coolant circuits to obtain triple redundancy. This methodology,
adapted for the dual throat system, is depicted in Figure 67.
Special water flow tests of the primary coolant circuits
(plugging outlets of individual and/or combinedcircuits, and reverse flowing
the circuits with or without plugged circuits) allowed the accumlation of leak
KW'sfor each circuit and allowed the formulation of a computer model of the
primary coolant system. This model is diagrammedin Figure 68. Confidence in
this model dependedupon a uniform outlet pressure in the primary circuits.
Therefore, the orifices in the primary circuit were sized to give as close to
a uniform outlet pressure as possible.
As hot fire testing proceededand orifice changeswere
made,additional water circuit calibrations were made. These served to ensure
the gathering of consistent data. Becauseof the internal leakage in the
calorimeter circuits, considerable effort was required to reduce and interpret
the thermal data. Careful examination of these data indicated that the cold
flow calibration data neededto be corrected for hot flow conditions. The
types of corrections and the methodologyare described later in this report in
Section V.
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9. Hot Fire Test Proqram
A total of 43 combustion tests were conducted with the dual
throat hardware. A historical first was accomplished on 19 December 1983 when
both primary and secondary chambers of a cooled dual throat system were suc-
r_,,11v_,_..Jfired. Thirteen tests were conducted before a major water leak
occurred. The remainder of the tests were conducted after the hardware was
repaired. The detailed test data are presented in Appendix B of this
report. This section presents a summary of the hot fire data.
The hot fire test data are summarized in Tables XVIII and XIX.
The valve sequencing, ignition and start and shutdown
transients are depicted in the oscillograph traces of Figure 69a and 6gb. The
nomenclature used on the oscillographs are defined in Table XV11A. Figure 69A
shows a typical mode 2 (Primary Only) Test. The scheduled test duration (Test
105) was 0.5 second to checkout the system. The igniter spark was on for
0.285 second after fire switch one (FS1). The primary chamber pressure began
to rise at FS1 + 0.24 second and reached steady state pressure at FS1 + 0.3
second.
Figure 69B shows a typical Mode 1 (both chambers firing)
test. The duration of this test (Test 115) was 1.2 seconds. The primary
chamber was ignited as in previous tests. The secondary chamber ignition took
place approximately 0.2 second after primary chamber steady state pressure was
reached. Ignition was accomplished using the primary chamber exhaust for
ignition of the secondary chamber gaseous oxygen and hydrogen. This "back
lighting" technique is possible with GOX and GH2, but may provide too great a
pressure rise for ignition of propellants (E.G., Liquids) where larger volume
changes occur on combustion.
An analysis of the high frequency data for Test 115 showed a





























DUAL THROAT THRUSTER OSCILLOGRAPH NOMENCLATURE
PARAMETER
Fireswitch (I: Start,; 2: Shutdown)
Thrust chamber GOX Valve Position
Thrust Chamber GH2 Valve Position
Facility GOX Valve Position




Igniter GOX Purge Valve
Igniter GH2 Purge Valve
Thrust Chamber GOX Valve Purge Pressure
Thrust Chamber GH2 Valve Purge Pressure
Thrust Chamber GOX Purge Valve Command
Thrust Chamber GH2 Purge Valve Command
GOX Facility Line Pressure






Primary Injector GOX Pressure
Primary Injector GH2 Pressure
Secondary Injector GOX Pressure
Secondary Injector GH2 Pressure
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IV, C, Results (cont.)
trace settled out 120 milliseconds after the spike occured. A pressure spike
of 600 psi was seen at secondary chamber ignition, with a corresponding spike
of 60 psi sensed by the primary chamber Kistler transducer. The secondary
chamber Kistler transducer trace settled out after about 90 milliseconds. The
duration of the spike on secondary ignition was about 10 milliseconds (major
spike followed by 2 lesser spikes).
Although not a contract requirement, thrust was measured on
each test using the existing thrust stand. The thrust data allowed the
computation of thruster performance (specific impulse), and thus a
quantitative measurement of the perofrmance differences as variables were
changed throughout the test series. Because the stand was not calibrated For
these tests, the thrust values should not be used to estimate dual throat
engine performance.
The calculated values of specific impulse and characteristic
velocity are included in Table XIX. It should be noted that the calculated
specific impulse values for Mode 2 tests do not include the amount of GH2
bleed flow. An operational dual throat engine would use the gas generator-
turbine exhaust as bleed flow rather than gaseous hydrogen. The lower
performance reflected with GH2 bleed was, therefore, not shown in the table.
10. Data Reduction
a. Coolant Flow Rates
Coolant flow rates were calculated from the outlet ori-
fice discharge coefficients given in Tables XX to XXII. These coefficients
were obtained from special cold flow tests and the limited use of flow meters
in individual circuts during the hot Fire tests. Note that many of the sec-
ondary chamber orifices are cavitating, as indicated by the specification of








































































W = 4.147 CC D2 (PWSO-X or PWL-I)0"5
W = 4.147 CD D2 (PWSO-4 - PWOM)0"5









































W = 4.147 Cc D2 (PWSO-X or PWL-1)0"5
W = 4.147 CD D2 (PWSO-X - PWOM)0"5
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IV, C, Results (cont.)
inlet pressure and not a function of pressure drop across the orifice as it is
for non-cavitating orifices. Of the Mode II secondary orifices, only $4 is
not cavitating, this results from the use of an orifice upstream of the
chamber in $4 to limit the pressure in the channels. Note that the orifice in
P9 was changed after Test 127; the second orifice is designated as P9A. PWL-I
was not measured on Tests 137-142. Since the cooling circuit pressure drop in




Calculation of the coolant bulk temperature rise in
each circuit accounted for (I) frictional heating of the coolant due to its
high velocity in the cooling channels, (2) potential bias between inlet and
outlet thermocouples and (3) small changes in inlet temperature during the
test. Thus
ATc = Tout - Touto
in which
- Tin + Tino
T°
in
inlet manifold temperature over a steady-state summary period
near the end of the firing
T
out outlet temperature or crossover manifold temperature between
segments For the same period
Tin o, Touto = temperatures at the above locations just prior to firing.
Heat loads are the product of the coolant flow rate and ATc since the devia-
tion of the water specific heat from unity was negligible. Heat loads in the
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secondsegmentof secondary circuits 1, 2, 12 and 13 were obtained by sub-
tracting the heat load of the first segmentfrom the total heat load. The
crossover manifold thermocouple in cirucit $3 was inoperative throughout the
test program, so two heat loads could not be obtained.
n=Q_,ngof the end wail of circuit P9 at the inner
corner of the primary nozzle tip was assumedto be negligible in ModeII, so
the sidewall area wasused to calculate the reported heat flux from the mea-
sured heat load.
Data reduction printouts for ModeII are given in
Table XXIII, andthe resulting heat flux profiles are shownin Figures B-1 to
B-IO in AppendixB.
(2) ModeI
The heat load calculation methodologyfor ModeI! is
also applicable for the secondarychamberin ModeI. However,data reduction
for the primary chamberin ModeI utilized the analytical model of the inter-
nal leakage, AppendixC. This leakage is most likely to occur betweenthe
axial circuit and each calorimeter circuit after the former has cooled the
outer surface of the chamber. Therefore, a model is required to account for
the preheating of the leakage flow which dilutes the outlet flow of each
calorimeter circuit. Leakageresistances were defined by matching cold flow
data from special tests designed to isolate the leakage by capping either the
inlets or outlets of the calorimeter circuits. Measuredand predicted circuit
resistances for these tests agreed within 10 percent.
Resultant ratios of the calorimeter circuit internal flow to the outlet Flow
are given in Table XXIV.
Calculation of the primary chambercalorimetric heat
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1,55 _0 _qoO_ _7._8_ 2_.17o
1.8qU9 _0,87 38,509 _0._)_0
3.0585 I0,21 _9,5_0 2_.71_
_,_50 I_,EO _0,_01 1_.532
t,5_2_ _5,01 _8.081 15.919
1o0853 17,77 19=d_6 1"._75
1.3q2_ 11,2_ 15.09q 15,1_
1,0_95 b_O_ 0,581 _.l_O
o_ 5_ _t_O _,6_7 l.lOb





o179Q _e60 ,ObE .O0_
o179W 2,25 ,qU_ .OE_
,1702 _tta ,758 .003
._383 llobl _,le7 .OlO
,_51U 19,80 _.935 _.215
._5_ _6,_9 Iio705 _.o05
o$85_ _8_99 11o1_ _._o_
,$3_ 30,09 10,055 _._5
,2_2W 30=77 7_#00 Io720
.20_0 ql,85 8,b_7 1,7_0
,StSU ol,g8 I_,515 d.O_9
._100 9o.55 7,5_7 t.O_q
.178_ I11,I 0.900 o951
.178_ 72,13 1_o871 t._ud






TOTAL 50,1079 TOTAL 1_15.79
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DUaL THHOAT CALORIMETER CHAMBEH
C[}[)LANT CIRCUIT MEaTFLUX PROGRAM
÷ b,5_ 3_C$, TO FSI + 7.0_ 8_CS,
COOLANT FLOW DELTA
LR/SEC TEMP
FLOw ORIFICE DEG P
_ETER




HEAT LOAD HEAT FLIJX
RTU/SEC 8TU/_,IN,SEC
1.933_ 2_,65 #7.e58 2_._55
1,0_5W 1W,7q 15,_b3 PU.05O
},$5_5 |7,5g _7o2O9 ib,?OO
3,06_0 1L,_I _beI_O Ie.2_5
l,S_ll 18.11 _7,555 10.071
1,091I I_,5t t3,ou5 1o,100
t.3ab_ 7,8_ lOobU9 10.o_0
t.Oql7 _,_9 _.901 1,7_1
3_,701 _U,_5 _L_,7_ 81_.7_0
,_378
o3862
,1797 2,9b ,553 .0_]
ol70O _.39 .7_7 ,u._2
• 179_ 7,33 o_9 .U_O
,179_ _.bl .O_7 .0_5
,17_ 5,8b leOqQ oUeQ
,300U _,S_ 1,378 .265
• _38Z 13,68 3.259 o719
,3859 2_,18 9,_30 g,387
,33_7 2SoO0 8,5_2 _oOOO
.2_9 _q.37 5,910 1,_o3
.dO6q 30o91 _._78 J,_8_
• 2183 _W.ll 9.b30 1._00
• _Id_ 69.35 5,511 .792
,1787 80,_7 5o_7E .7_t
































r_UAL THROAT CALORIMETER CHAMBER
COOLANT CIRCUIT HEATFLUX PRnGRAM
÷ b,b5 $EC$, TO FSI ÷ 7.05 _LC$.




CIRCUIT CIRCUIT CIRCUIT (.DOLANT FLUW DELTA HEAT LOAD HEAT FLUX
NUMBER SUIWF ACE w_ LB/SEC TEMp

































1.9301 2_,8_ _l,9_ 3 _._|1
1,55_ 17,00 _0,_2] lb.3_l
3.0525 11,_7 35,000 t5.7_3
_,_301 8,59 _,071 11._17
1,520e 17,89 _l,_O 5 _.9_5
1,08bW I_,5_ l_,OO_ 1u. OlO
1,3_ 7,8H 10,_97 10._1_
• 8395 u,lo _,_2 _.309
,8_q_ 2,10 1,18_ .l_l
.a,68
,3855
,1779 ,H_ ,150 .013
._17 I$,u5 0,023 I._3
.38_7 _O,IB 7,790 1._7
•33_8 _l,oe 7,uu9 I,o9o
,E058 26,_e b,u_O 1.093
,2171 uO,B9 8,90_ 1._9
,E177 H!,65 _,S_O .650
,17b_ 70.68 _,b09 .O_






















































TABLE XXlll (cont.) Page
nUAL THROAT CALORIMEIER CMAMBEW








÷ 0,52 SbCS, TO FSI + 7,0_ 8LC$0
COULANT FLU_ DELTA
LB/$EG TEMP
;LO_ ORIFICE DEG F
_ETER









































































































IV, C, Results (cont.)
in which
Qi : Wi {aTi - (l - fi) (ATx QX2
Qi = calorimetric heat load
Wi = calorimeter circuit measuredoutlet flow rate
ATi = calorimeter circuit bulk temperature rise
fi = leakage model flow factor, Table XXIV
AT = axial circuit bulk temperature rise
X
wx = axial circuit flow rate (PI3)
Qx2 = axial circuit heat load for Mode II operation at the same
primary chamber Pc and mixture ratio
This analysis assumes the heating of the outer part of the axial circuit is
negligible in Mode II, and that the heat load on the inner part is the same
for both modes. A review of the data indicates the primary throat was sonic
in all Mode I tests, which justifies the latter assumption since the axial
circuit is upstream of the primary throat.
Heat fluxes reported for circuits P9 and Pli at the
corners of the primary nozzle tip are estimates for the end wall obtained by
subtracting an approximate side wall heat load from the measured total heat
load. Side wall heat loads were obtained by analytically correcting upstream
heat fluxes from circuits P8 and P12 for freestream mass velocity changes.
Thus
Qend = Qtotal - g ¢i Aside






IV, C, Results (cont.)
Data reduction printouts for Mode I are given in
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mUAL T_ROAT CALORIMETER CHkMBEN
cOOLANT ClflCUIT NEATffLUX PROGHAm
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Figure 27. Primary C.b.amberInner Liner, Copper
117
Figure 28. Primary Chamber -19 Assembly Components 
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Figure 31. Primary Chamber -29 Assembly Sequence
121
Figure 32. Primary Chamber Copper Platelet Stack 
122 
Prepared For Brazing 
Copper Platelet Stack 
Figure 33. Primary Chamber -39 Assembly 
123 











Figure 35. Schematic Sketch of -39 Assembly
125
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Figure 36. Primary Chamber -49 Assembly, Complete 
126 
r]:J
Figure 37. Primary Chamber -49 Assembly, Final Machine with Deviation
127
Figure 38. Primary Chamber Built-ln Leak, Circuit 6 (Design Error)
128
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-19 CORE ASSEMBLY
Figure 40. Secondary Chamber Assembly Levels
130 _-
Figure 41. Secondary Chamber - Core with the First Set of Grooves, 
Some of the Split Rings, and -37 Insert 
131 
Figure 42. Secondary Chamber -19 Assembly - After Braze 
132 
Figure 43. Secondary Chamber Machined for Inserting Into -38 Liner 
133 
Figure 44. Photograph of Final Contouring 
134 








Figure 45. Primary Injector Assembly
135
Figure 46. Assembly 
136 
Figure 47. Primary Injector After First Braze - Face Side 
137 
Center: Primary Injector 
Outer: Secondary injector 
These Were Photoetched and Bonded as One Set 
Figure 48. Machined Qxidizer Platelet Stacks 
138 
Figure 49. Secondary Injector - View of Body, Face Side Before Brazing 
139 
Body, Strongback, Fuel Manifold Split Rings 
and Oxidizer Twirler Tubes 
Figure 50. Secondary Injector - Photograph of Components 
140 
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Figure 51. Secondary Injector - Oxidizer Cover External Side 
141 
Figure 52. Secondary Injector - Face Side After First Braze 
142 
Figure 53. Secondary Injector - Oxidizer Cavity Side After First Braze 0 
143 
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SECONDARY
CIRCUITS
Inlet Flow Rate FWIM
Outlet Flow Rate FWOM
Inlet Water Pressure PWIM
Outlet Water Pressure PWOM
(See Table XVII for additional definitions)
Figure 66., Calibration Flow Circuit Schematic
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The objectives were as follows: (1) reduce and display the test
data in the form of heat flux profiles for individual tests and heat flux
variations with test parameters, (2) compare model predictions with the test
data to identify inconsistencies, and (3) upgrade the model so that final
predictions agree with the data variations.
B. APPROACH
1. Primary Mode II and Secondary Mode I
Heat flux data from these operating regimes were interpreted
in terms of turbulent pipe flow correlation coefficients. Development of a
stream tube moded for the secondary flow was necessary to define freestream
mass velocities and other combustion product expansion characteristics. The
purpose of this approach was to show that conventional correlation coef-
ficients could be applied to the dual throat concept for the primary chamber
in Mode II and the secondary in Mode I.
2. Primary Mode I
Changes in heat flux relative to Mode II as a result of the
back pressure imposed by the secondary chamber were evaluated as a function of
chamber pressure ratio and nozzle spacing. Therefore, these data are presented
as _I/QII . Correlation coefficient ratios are actually used to account for
differences in primary chamber operating conditions between modes.
3. Primary Chamber Tip
Tip heat fuxes were correlated with the primary nozzle and
secondary annulus heat fluxes just upstream of the tip.
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4. Secondary Mode II
The purpose of the data analysis task in this operating regime
was to define empirical parameters or correlations in the aerodynamic and
thermal models of Task I. These parameters had been tentatively defined based
on cold flow tests and simulation of two-dimensional finite difference boun-
dary layer analyses.
C. RESULTS
I. Primary Mode II
In Mode II testing the primary nozzle operates in a conven-
tional manner, i.e., with very low ambient pressure relative to the chamber
pressure. These results are considered first in order to provide a reference
for evalution of the effects of the high back pressure imposed by Mode I
operation. Since the main purpose of the Mode II testing was to evaluate the
effect of bleed flow variations on the secondary throat region, a limited
number of primary chamber operating conditions were obtained. These condi-
tions are summarized in Table XXVI, and the measured heat flux profiles are
included in Appendix B. In general, the heat flux data are consistent with
the design predictions as illustrated in Figure 70 for Test 111.
All measured heat fluxes, including circuit P9 assuming no
base heating, have been used to define normalized correlation coefficients
from the following pipe flow model:
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V, C, Results (cont.)
in which subscript f refers to property evaluation at a film temperature
defined as 0.5 (Taw + Tw). Wall temperatures were determined by two-dimen-
sional conduction network analyses of the coolant channels for each circuit
using the measured heat flux as a boundary condition. Two models were con-
sidered for the specific heat: (1) the conventional frozen specific heat from






It was found that the frozen specific heat Failed to predict the mixture ratio
trends of the Primary Mode II data, i.e., a Cg dependence on mixture ratio was
obtained. Use of the reactive specific heat eliminated this problem, as shown
in Figure 71 by the excellent Cg agreement between Tests 137-139 at a mixture
ratio of 6.8 and Tests 140-142 at a mixture ratio of 3.0. Cg variation from
test to test within a series was very small except for circuit Pg. Data from
the latter indicate a probable base heating effect since the highest Cg is
always associated with the lowest bleed flow rate; Figure 71 includes the
average Cg for the higher bleed Flow rates. Computer printouts from the
reactive model Cg analysis are presented in Table XXVII.
The Cg data of Figure 71 indicate a number of anomalies in the
spatial distributions and in the comparison between the test series before
(111-114) and after (137-142) the repair of the primary chamber. The spatial
distribution anomalies, such as the high values for circuit P7 on Tests
111-114 and for circuit P1 on Tests 137-139, are probably related to inade-
quacies in the internal leakage model. Some reduction in Cg between circuits
P1 and P2 is to be expected due to flow acceleration. It is apparent from the
two different Cg profiles that the hardware repair changed the internal leak-
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V, C, Results (cont.)
from OMS and TRANSTAR I, which utilize the same reactive heat transfer model,
indicate generally good agreement since the bulk of the storable propellant Cg
data are in the 0.5-0.6 range.
2. Primary Mode I
In Mode I the primary nozzle operates with a very high back pres-
sure due to its location upstream ofthe secondary throat. Therefore, it was
anticipated that flow separation would occur in the primary nozzle as illus-
trated infigure 72. One purpose of the test program was to vary the ratio of
secondary to primary chamber pressure to determine its effect on primary
nozzle heat transfer as a result of changes in the primary flow field. This
was accomplished for two nozzle spacings. Table XXVIII summarizes the test
conditions, grouping the tests to indicate the parametricvariations achieved.
The resulting heat fluxes are included in Appendix B. Mode II Tests 111-114
were run with essentially the same primary chamber operating conditions as the
first group of Mode I tests in Table XXVIII in hopes of obtaining a direct
comparison of heat fluxes for the two modes of operation. However, repair of
the primary chamber following Test 117 and the resultant shift in the internal
leakage characteristics noted above in the discussion of Figure 131 makes such
a direct comparison questionable since all but two of the Mode I tests were
conducted after the repair. Therefore, heat flux comparisons are made herein
using the reactive model correlation coefficients with three Mode II base-
lines: Tests 111-114 for the two tests prior to the repair, Tests 137-139 for
the post-repair tests at a mixture ratio of 3. Table XXIX gives the primary
nozzle Cg analysis output for all tests in Table XXVIII.
The Mode I testing resulted in significant heat flux increases
relative to Mode II in part of the primary nozzle. Figure 73 illustrates the
difference between operating modes by showing the profiles of Cgl/Cgil for
chamber pressure ratios of 0.60 and 0.74 for a nozzle spacing of 2.5 in. The
pressure ratio of 0.74 was the highest for which steady-state operation was
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V, C, Results (cont.)
pressure ratio heat fluxes are similar for the two operating modes except near
the end of the nozzle, where a 60 percent increase is observed for circuit P8
in Mode I. As the pressure ratio increases the region of increased heat flux
extends farther upstream and the magnitude of the perturbation near the aft
end of the nozzle increases. At a pressure ratio of 0.74, heat flux perturba-
tions in Mode I were observed as far upstream as circuit PS, and the heat flux
at P8 had increased to 2.4 times the Mode II value. The high primary nozzle
heat fluxes obtained during Mode I operation are the most significant result
of the present contract and have serious design implications in view of the
corner cooling problems at the tip of the primary nozzle.
Details of the Mode I primary nozzle heat fluxes relative to
Mode II are shown in Figures 74-77 for circuits PS-P8, respectively. Upstream
circuit (P2-P4) heat fluxes were generally consistent with or lower than the
corresponding Mode II values. Figures 74 and 75 include data from Test 129,
the highest chamber pressure ratio attempted wlth the 2.5 in. nozzle spacing,
even though steady state conditions were not obtained due to the outlet
coolant temperature for circuit P5 reaching the kill value. These results are
included to show pressure ratio trends; actual heat fluxes are slightly
higher. The pressure ratio trends for the nozzle spacing of 2.5 in. are shown
more clearly on Figure 78, in which the mixture ratio 7 results of Figures
74-77 have been normalized to the low pressure ratio values (the low pressure
ratio value for circuit P8 was assumed to be unity). Figure 78 clearly shows
how the heat flux perturbation relative to Mode II increases with pressure
ratio and how the point at which a perturbation is initially observed moves
upstream. Heat fluxes greater than Mode I were observed at all pressure
ratios tested for circuit PS. Circuit P7 indicates a pressure ratio threshold
between 0.49 and approximately 0.55. Circuits P6 and P5 were not affected
until the pressure ratio exceeded 0.60 and 0.65, repectively. Figures 74-77
indicate similar or less severe heat flux increases for Mode I with the 1.5
in. nozzle spacing. All tests for this spacing reached steady state
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V, C, Results (cont.)
conditions, and the data at the highest pressure ratio (0.83) show a less
severe heat flux increase for Mode I than the data for a 2.5 in. spacing.
The above results appear to be consistent with the flow separation
and recirculation depicted in Figure 79. The gas in the secondary nozzle
separates at E because of the extreme change in wall angle. During the tests
chamber pressure, flowrate and mixture ratio were measured, from which the
effective_throat area of the secondary flow field could be calculated. With
the primary nozzle in the normal position (Le = 2.5 inches) the effective
secondary throat area was much less than the area across E-F. Therefore, the
secondary flow choked at T. For typical test conditions, assuming the primary
gas pressure equals the secondary gas pressure, the primary flow field is
slightly supersonic and the area occupied by the primary exhaust at T is
slightly greater than the throat area of the primary nozzle. For test condi-
tions where the secondary chamber presssure was 60 to 70 percent of the pri-
mary chamber pressure, the pressure of the secondary flow at E was much
greater than the pressure that the primary nozzle would produce for isentropic
flow to its exit at G. Therefore, the primary nozzle, being unable to flow
full against the high back pressure created by the secondary nozzle, separated
at some point S.
The high speed streams from both nozzles along jet boundaries EW
and SW shear against the gas in the separated region. The shearing action
transfers momentum from the high speed jet to the essentially stagnant gas in
the separated region, entraining some of the separated gas in the shear
layer. Part of the gas in the shear layer turns back at W, recirculating into
the separated region, creating a circulation pattern similar to the twin
vortex patern shown in Figure 79 or a more complex vortex pattern. This
recirculation model agrees with the observed heat fluxes on the primary nozzle
wall, which increase approaching the tip as shown in Appendix B (Figure B-
11). In Figure 79, point G at the tip of the primary chamber is a stagnation
point. It has a much higher heat flux than would occur for Mode II operation
with attached flow to the end of the nozzle. Moving into the primary nozzle
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V, C, Results (cont.)
from point G results in decreasing heat flux consistent with the establishment
and growth of a reverse flow boundary layer in the separated region. Upstream
of point S the heat flux is the same in both modes because the expanding gas
is attached in both cases.
3. Primary Chamber Tip (Mode I)
Wake region heat fluxes were obtained directly for circuit PIO and
were inferred for circuits Pg and Pli at the corners by correcting upstream
heat fluxes at P8 and P12, respectively, for(pf Ue)O'8 to obtain sidewall heat
fluxes in order to split the measured heat load between the sidewall and wake
region. Results are presented herein relative to the primary nozzle circuit
P8, the center of which is 0.23 in. from the end of the nozzle. Figure 80
shows the relat|ve heat fluxes from circuits PIO and PI1 for a nozzle spacing
of 2.5 in. These heat flux ratios are seen to be independent of pressure
ratio, with values of 0.80 at the center of the tip and 0.32 near the sec-
ondary corner. Figure 81 indicates essentially no change in the latter for
the reduced nozzle spacing of 1.5 in., whereas the heat flux at the center
increases to 92 percent of that at P8. Figure 82 for circuit P9 near the
primary corner with the 2.5 in. nozzle spacing shows more data scatter but no
apparent effect of pressure ratio. The data scatter for P9 no doubt reflects
errors in the sidewall heat flux estimate based on P8, which is not surprising
in view of the separated flow region in the primary nozzle. In all cases but
one, the heat flux from P9 is lower than that at the center of the tip
(PIO). Figure 81 shows an increase in the relative heat flux at Pg for the
1.5 in. nozzle spacing. This increase is greater than that noted above for
PIO so that at the smaller spacing the heat flux at P9 generally exceeds that
at PIO.
The spatial distributions for the wake region heat fluxes are
highlighted in Figure 83 for both nozzle spacings using the results for Tests
132 and 146, which are typical of the data of Figures 80-82. Note that these
distributions are consistent with the recirculation pattern of Figure 79,
which would predict low heat fluxes near the secondary corner relative to the
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primary corner. Figure 83 includes the relative fluxes for the secondary side
of the primary chamberfrom circuit P12; all such data are included in Figure
84. Both figures clearly showthe significant increase in heat Flux at P12
for the shorter nozzle spacing due to higher secondary massvelocities. The
corresponding increases in wakeheat flux at P9 and PIO are to be expected;
the surprising result is that the wakeheat flux at Pll near the secondary
corner is unaffected. Correlations of the relative wake heat Fluxes with the
secondaryheat Flux near the corner (P12) are shownin Figures 85-87. These
figures allow prediction of the wakeregion heat fluxes in design applications
if the sidewall heat Fluxes are known.
4. Secondary Mode I
Heat flux data from the secondary chamber during Mode I opera-
tion, which are included in Appendix B, have been evaluated using the reactive
pipe flow correlation used above for the primary nozzle in both modes. Data
from circuit P12 on the outer surface of the primary chamber are included with
the secondary chamber results at the axial distance on the secondary contour
which provides the same flow area as at P12. All correlation coefficient
analysis output is presented in Table XXX. An annular stream tube containing
the secondary flow was used to define mass velocities and other combustion
product expansion characteristics at the secondary chamber wall downstream of
the physical annulus created by the primary chamber. The throat for this
stream tube is assumed to occur at the physical throat of the secondary
chamber, with the throat area based on one-dimensional expansion of the
measured flow from the known chamber pressure. Stream tube area ratios down-
stream of the throat are assumed to equal the local physical area ratio of the
secondary nozzle. A dividing streamline is created between the end of the
primary chamber and the secondary throat; this streamline normally consists of
a straight line and a circular arc through the dividing radius at the
throat. The radius of curvature for the arc is defined such that its center
coincides with that of the wall contour radius of curvature upstream of the
throat. This dividing streamline applied to all tests with a nozzle spacing
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V, C, Results (cont.)
area are calculated on a plane for which the angle between the normal to the
plane and the chamber centerline is equal to the average of the wall angles
where the plane intersects the walls.
For the nozzle spacing of 1.5 in., the calculated secondary
flow stream tube throat areas were slightly greater than the secondary flow
area at the end of the primary chamber. These tests were originally planned
to have the latter area slightly larger than the stream tube throat area. In
the stream tube model the throat area was set equal to the annular flow area
at the end of the primary chamber, with a constant flow area assumed between
these two locations. The effect of the small flow area at the end of the
primary chamber is clearly seen in the high heat fluxes upstream of the
physical throat in Figures 69 to 69c for Tests 144-147.
Average correlation coeffcients for the two secondary mixture
ratios tested with a nozzle spacing of 2.5 in. are shown in Figure 88. A
signficant injector effect is observed which decays over the first 2.4 in. of
the secondary wall (the wall starts at -6.2 in. on Figure 88). This heat flux
perturbation is typical of swirl co-axial injector elements. Correlation
coefficients downstream of the injector-affected region are generally con-
sistent with the range of primary Mode II values, Figure 71, and with data
from other programs. However, contrary to the primary Mode II results, use of
the reactive specific heat does not result in agreement between the two mix-
ture ratios. Erratic behavior of the correlation coefficients is noted down-
stream of the throat, with alternating regions of low and high values. The
high coefficients at the end of the nozzle may be due to heating of the end
wall, but the other perturbations are presumed to be caused by the oblique
shock wave emanating from the separation point in the primary nozzle. Note
that the data from circuit P12 are reasonably consistent with the secondary
chamber data.
Average correlation coefficients from the four tests with a
nozzle spacing of 1.5 in. are shown in Figure 89. Results are similar to
those of Figure 88 for the 2.5 in. spacing, except the length of the injector
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perturbation is shorter. It maybe that the high coefficients at -4.65 in. on
Figure 88 are causedby a slight discontinuity betweenthe one-inch L' section
and the secondarychamber,with the injector effect decaying very rapidly as
indicated by Figure 89. The uniform flow area assumption noted abovefor the
secondarystream tube betweenthe end of the primary chamberand the physical
throat results in consistent correlation coefficients for three of the four
data points in this region. The higher coefficient at circuit $5 appears to
be qualitatively consistent with the shapeof the sonic line which can be
expected to start at the tip of the primary chamber.
5. Secondary Mode II
Heat flux profiles for the secondary chamber during Mode II
operation are included in Appendix B (Figures B-I to B-IO). Comparison of
results for the three test series summarized in Table XXVI reveal
inconsistencies which are attributed to leakage from the tip of the primary
chamber during the second and third series. For example, heat fluxes for
Tests 137 and 139 are lower for comparable bleed flows than Tests 111-114 even
though the former are at higher primary chamber pressures. Therefore, the
data analysis effort has been limited to Tests 111-114. Figures IB-I to B-4
in Appendix B show that the maximum heat flux is always at the throat even
though the variation in bleed flow is shifting the primary plume impingement
point. Figure 90 shows that the peak heat flux is sensitive to the bleed flow
rate; it more than doubles when the bleed flow is reduced from 3.9 percent to
1.4 percent. Even at the lowest bleed flow the maximum heat flux is only
about half the Mode I flux, which exceeds 15 Btu/in 2 sec for pressure ratios
of 0.60 and higher. Figure 91 reveals that the flux profile also changes
shape as the bleed flow changes; the relative heat fluxes immediately upstream
($6) and downstream ($8) of the throat are shown as a function of bleed flow
rate. As expected, the relative downstream heat flux increases and the




V, C, Results (cont.)
The purpose of the data analysis task for the secondary cham-
ber in Mode II was to fit the aerodynamic and thermal models of Task I and the
previous contract, Reference 2, to the test data, thereby confirming or rede-
fining the empirical parameters in these models. Three empirical parameters
appear in the Aerodynamic Bleed Flow Model, Reference 2, two of which have
previously been based on correlation of cold Flow data:
(1) The plume scaling factor is a multipler in the similarity
parameter of the plume correlation, and has a value of 1.2 for the nozzle
spacings tested herein based on cold flow data;
(2) The Nash Factor is used in the recompression criteria
relating the pressure behind the plume attachment shock to the recirculation
region pressure, and it was determined to be 0.4 based on cold flow data;
(3) The jet spreading factor affects the thickness of the
shear layer and is based on a correlation developed by Korst, Reference 13.
The thermal model includes two empirical parameters; the ini-
tial energy thickness of the boundary layer, and the entrainment fraction
which controls the mixing rate after the shear layer becomes a wall jet down-
stream of the impingement point. Entrainment fraction values were expected to
be similar to those for injection of a film coolant into a supersonic flow,
Reference 14.
Initial comparisons of model predictions and data from Test
111 and 113 made it clear that it would be very difficult to match the data
using the velocity mixing function of Figure 92. Therefore, the latter was
changed to start at the relative velocity of the streamline in the shear layer
and increase rapidly to unity. These early studies also revealed that the
sensitivity of the recirculation region pressure to bleed flow was much
greater than predicted. Furthermore, it was clear that the heat flux profiles
would be much easier to predict if the impingement point location from the
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aerodynamicmodelcould be shifted upstream. Therefore, a survey of the
effect of the Nashfactor and the plume scaling factor was undertaken. It was
determined that reducing the Nashfactor to 0.2 accomplished both objec-
tives. Figure 93 showsthe predicted recirculation pressures as a function of
bleed flow rate for the original cold flow Nashfactor of 0.4 as well as the
recommendedvalue of 0.2. Agreementof the latter model with the measured
pressures is seento be very good.
Parametric studies with the heat transfer model indicated the
heat Flux predictions were relatively insensitive to the entrainment fraction
except near the plume attachment point. This is caused by the offsetting
effects of increased adiabatic wall temperature and reduced heat transfer
coefficient as the mixture ratio at the wall is increased. As a result,
subsequentpredictions were based on a typical entrainment Fraction of 0.03
from the data of Reference 14, and the initial boundary layer energy thickness
remained as the empirical parameter with which to match measuredheat
Fluxes. Figure 94 showsthat reasonably good agreementwith the entire nozzle
heat flux profile is obtained for Test 113 whenthe initial or attachment
point boundary layer energy thickness is adjusted such that the predicted
throat heat flux matches the measuredflux. Matching the throat heat flux was
accomplishedwith an initial boundary energy layer thickness equal to only
three percent of the shear layer energy thickness. This result is consistent
with the Task I analysis presented in Figure 95, which found that matching the
downstreampredictions from a two-dimensional finite difference boundary layer
programrequired a very small initial thickness in the current integral
boundary layer model.
It was planned that the initial energy thickness would be
specified as a fraction of the shear layer energy thickness at the attachment
point. However,Figure 90 showsthat such a prescription does not give the
correct sensitivity of the heat flux prediction to bleed flow rate. Increas-
ing the initial boundary layer thickness to 20 percent of the shear layer
value allows the first data point downstreamof the attachment point to be
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During Mode I operation the primary throat is choked, but the pri-
mary nozzle is unable to flow full against the high back pressure imposed by
the secondary chamber. Large increases in heat flux relative to Mode II
observed near the end of the primary nozzle are consistent with the twin
vortex recirculation pattern of Figure 79 in the separated region, which
includes the wake region downstream of the end of the primary chamber. As the
secondary chamber pressure increases, the region of increased heat flux
extends farther upstream and the perturbation at the end of the nozzle
increases.
Unsymmetrical heating of the tip of the primary chamber is caused
by the flow separation in the primary nozzle and the resultant recirculation
pattern noted above.
Secondary chamber heat Fluxes during Mode I operation can be pre-
dicted with the secondary flow stream tube model used herein and correlation
coefficients consistent with other applications. High heat Fluxes observed
near the swirl coaxial element injector are consistent with previous exper-
ience. Rapid decreases and increases with axial distance of correlation
coefficients in the secondary nozzle are probably caused by oblique shock
waves created by the flow separation in the primary nozzle.
Heat fluxes in the secondary throat region during Mode II operation
are easily limited to values well below Mode I fluxes using small bleed Flow
rates, e.g., two percent of the primary Flow for the geometry tested. There-
fore, primary plume attachment is not a thermal design issue.
Although the analytical model of Mode II can predict secondary
nozzle heat fluxes under limited test conditions, it does not exhibit the
correct sensitivity to bleed flow rate. Additional model development is
required to account for velocity components normal to the wall. A Nash factor
of 0.2 in the aerodynamic model results in very good prediction of the recir-
culation region pressure and its sensitivity to bleed flow rate.
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predicted For Test 111, the highest bleed flow point on Figure 151. However,
as shownon Figure 96, predicted heat fluxes farther downstreamare too high
as would be expected Fromthe Task I analysis noted above. For Test 111 the
predicted plumeattachment point is downstreamof the secondary throat, so the
maximumheat flux observed is in the recirculation region. The present aero-
dynamicmodel does not provide a description of the Flow Field in the recircu-
lation region, so meaningful heat fluxes cannot be predicted upstream of the
plume attachment point.
A model prediction is now shownfor lowest bleed flow on
Figure 90 (Test 114) due to a TDEconvergencefailure. A solution was
obtained for the cold flow Nashfactor of 0.4, but not for the recommended
value of 0.2. The lower Nashfactor movedthe plume attachment point farther
upstream of the secondary throat and, therefore, increased the wall angle and
forced the Flow to turn through a larger angle. A large reduction in flow
angle results in intersections of the right characteristics in a methodof
characteristics solution, and TDEhas a limited capability for handling such
intersections.
The aerodynamicmodel and the use of TDEto define Flow para-
meters at the secondarywall are intended primarily for bleed flows near the
blow-off value, so that little or no turning of the Flow is required at the
plume attachment point and any shocks are very weak. Testing on the present
program included bleed flows well below the blow-off value. It is apparent
that to obtain a moregeneral model and predict the current test data that
impingementflow effects, i.e., velocity componentsnormal to the wall, must
be considered both upstream and downstreamof the predicted attachment point.
D. CONCLUSIONS
Heat fluxes during conventional operation of the primary nozzle
(ModeIf) are consistent with data from other applications. Useof an
enthalpy-based model, rather than the product of temperature difference and a
frozen specific heat, is required to predict the effect of mixture ratio.
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includes the wake region downstream of the end of the primary chamber. As the
secondary chamber pressure increases, the region of increased heat flux
extends farther upstream and the perturbation at the end of the nozzle
increases.
Unsymmetrical heating of the tip of the primary chamber is caused
by the flow separation in the primary nozzle and the resultant recirculation
pattern noted above.
Secondary chamber heat fluxes during Mode I operation can be pre-
dicted with the secondary flow stream tube model used herein and correlation
coefficients consistent with other applications. High heat fluxes observed
near the swirl coaxial element injector are consistent with previous exper-
ience. Rapid decreases and increases with axial distance of correlation
coefficients in the secondary nozzle are probably caused by oblique shock
waves created by the flow separation in the primary nozzle.
Heat fluxes in the secondary throat region during Mode II operation
are easily limited to values well below Mode I fluxes using small bleed flow
rates, e.g., two percent of the primary flow for the geometry tested. There-
fore, primary plume attachment is not a thermal design issue.
Although the analytical model of Mode II can predict secondary
nozzle heat fluxes under limited test conditions, it does not exhibit the
correct sensitivity to bleed flow rate. Additional model development is
required to account for velocity components normal to the wall. A Nash factor
of 0.2 in the aerodynamic model results in very good prediction of the recir-
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Figure 77. Effect of Pressure Ratio on Mode I Primary Nozzle Heat Fluxes, Circuit P8
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Figure 78. Effect of Pressure, Ratio On Mode I
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Figure 85. Mode I Primary Chamber Tip Heat Flux Correlation With Secondary
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Figure 91:. Effect of Bleed Flow on Secondary Nozzle Heat Flux Profile
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Figure 94. Comparison of Measured and Predicted Secondary Mode II
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Figure 96. Comparison of Measured and Predicted Secondary Mode II




The thermal model was to be assessed for its capability to analyze
the dual throat thrusters described in Table XXXI. These engines operate over
a broad range of thrust and chamber pressure coupled with the use of both
hydrogen and methane as coolants.
B. APPROACH
Maximum gas-side wall temperatures were determined from the cycle
life/creep criteria given in Figure 97. In this figure the difference between
the maximum gas-side temperature and the average nickel closeout temperature
is plotted as a function of closeout temperature. For closeout temperatures
less than 239°K (-30°F), a cycle life of 100 cycles determines the allowable
gas-side temperature. For closeout temperatures above 239K, creep limits the
maximum gas-side wall temperature to 811K (IO00°F). The two line segment
shown in Figure 97 are input to the computer program (SCALET), and the maximum
gas-side wall temperature limitation automatically determines the local
channel depth provided the resultant depth/width ratio is within the 10:1
limit.
Maximum allowable channel widths were initially defined by the gas-side
wall strength criteria of Figure 98; considering cold startup (i.e., cold
walls, no chamber pressure and coolant inlet pressure throughout the channel)
as well as steady state operation. Channel widths were generally set at the
maximum allowed by this structural criteria in order to maximize the flow area
obtainable within the channel aspect ratio limit of 10:1. The throat land
widths were set at a minimum of .030 in. for cases I through 6 in order to
improve cooling capability and maximize the number of coolant channels. In
Cases 7 and 8, the primary chamber throat diameter necessitated using smaller
throat land widths (.020 in.) in order to provide adequate cooling for these
chambers. In all eight cases, the coolant flow Mach number was limited to 0.3
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Vl, B, Approach (cont.)
As shown schematically in Figure 99, three cooling circuits were used
with each case analyzed. Circuit #I cooled most of the primary chamber. The
coolant inlet was located at an area ratio in the primary nozzle and the
outlet at the primary injector. Circuit #2 began at the termination of cir-
cuit #I and cooled the inner annulus. Circuit #3 cooled the secondary cham-
ber. The coolant inlet was at a nozzle area ratio 8:1 and the outlet at the
secondary injector. The inability to cool the lip region to temperatures
below lO00°F and within acceptable pressure drop and Mach number limits neces-
sitated the investigation of a combination of transpiration and regenerative
cooling. The lip region transpiration cooling requirements were based on ATC
platelet technology using the blockage correlation of Figure 100, developed
from the hydrogen and helium cooling data of Reference 16. Copper platelet
and slot dimensions were assumed to be identical to those tested in Reference
16, with the coolant flow selected to provide a platelet surface temperature
of 1000°F. Internal cooling effects were defined by a platelet fin model
coupled through finite heat transfer coefficients to the coolant energy equa-
tion. Thus, the coolant and the wall were not in equilibrium as in many
transpiration cooling analyses.
C. RESULTS
Table XXXII summarizes the individual circuit pressure drops and
the tip transpiration cooling amounts required for each case. The primary
nozzle Cg profile used for all eight cases was derived from the hot fire test
data (see Figure 78). Table XXXIII summarizes the values used. The followirg
sections describe each case in detail. In the successful design cases the
Mach number limit, wall strength criteria, and cycle life requirements were
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I. CaseI
Figure 101 showsthe resulting circuit pressure drop versus the
percent of primary circuit hydrogen flow. The primary nozzle area ratio was
1.5. The primary circuit coolant flows from area ratio 1.25 in the primary
nozzle to the primary injector. Figure 101 showsthat circuit #2 is the
dominant pressure drop circuit, cooling the primary nozzle high heat flux
region.
The interface area ratio where circuit #2 stopped cooling the
primary nozzle and where transpiration cooling took over was varied and the
resulting transpiration cooling amountsnoted in Table XXIV. As expected, the
larger the regeneratively cooled surface area of circuit #2, the larger its
pressure drop. Similarly, the larger the surface area that transpiration
cooling wasused, the larger the coolant amountrequired. As reported in
Table XXXII the design point pressure drop for Circuit #1 is 625 psia, 1215
psia for Circuit #2 and 200 psia for #3. The corresponding coolant Flow Frac-
tions for each circuit are 0.25, 0.25, and 0.20, respectively.
2. Case2
This case had a less severe thermal environment comparedto Case 1
since its primary nozzle area ratio (_ = 3.0) was larger than in Case 1.
Figure 102 shows the resulting circuit pressure drop versus the percent of the
hydrogen flow in the primary chamber. The primary circuit coolant flows from
area ratio 1.60 in the primary nozzle to the primary injector. Figure 102
shows that this circuit defines the system pressure drop. The design point
gives 600 psia pressure drop for Circuit #1 and a 325 psia and 350 psia for
Circuits #2 and #3, respectively. Transpiration cooling the tip requires only
0.411bm/s of hydrogen. The coolant flow fractions are 0.30, 0.20, and 0.30
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3. Cases 3 and 4
In these two cases both the primary and secondary propellants were
LOX/CH 4. In both cases, it was found that there was not enough methane to
cool both the inner annulus circuit and the secondary surface circuit. The
interface area ratio where the primary circuit inlet and the inner annulus
circuit inlet meet was 1.10 for Case 3 and 1.30 for Case 4. As shown in
Figure 103, the required primary circuit pressure drop quickly grew to >3000
psia with larger coolant flow fractions. The Case 4 results were worse since
there was a reduction in primary chamber fuel flow. In both cases, the inner
annulus flow required for coolant Mach number control and wall temperature
below 1000°F was unobtainable, it is clear that cooling limitations in all
three circuits were encountered.
4. Case 5
Figure 104 shows the resulting circuit pressure drop versus the
percent of the hydrogen flow in the primary chamber. The primary circuit
coolant flows from area ratio 1.25 in the primary nozzle to the primary injec-
tor. Figure 104 shows that for this Case 5 geometry the inner annulus circuit
defines the system pressure drop. The minimum pressure drop design point
gives a 225 psia pressure drop for Circuit #I and 860 psia and 325 psia pres-
sure drop for Circuits #2 and #3, respectively. The coolant flow fractions are
0.20, 0.20, ad 0.20 for Circuits #i, #2, and #3. Transpiration cooling the
tip requires 0.84 Ibm/s of hydrogen.
5. Case 6
Figure 105 shows the resulting pressure drop versus the fraction of
the hydrogen flow in the primary chamber. The primary circuit coolant flows
from area ratio 1.3 in the primary nozzle to the primary injector. Figure 105
shows that for this geometry and available propellant flow, the secondary
circuit defines the system pressure drop. The design point gives a 310 psia
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pressure drop for circuit #I, 310 psia and 350 psia pressure drop for circuits
#2 and #3, respectively. The coolant flow fractions are 0.15, 0.20, and 0.50
for Circuits #1, #2, and #3. Transpiration cooling the tip requires only .32
Ibm/s of hydrogen.
6. Cases 7 and 8
The primary and secondary propellants for these two cases were
LOX/LH2. In both cases it was found that there was not enough hydrogen to
cool both the inner annulus and secondary surface. The interface area ratio
was 1.25 for both cases. As shown in Figure 106, the pressure drop incurred
in cooling the primary circuits for both cases was relatively small. Unfortu-
nately, the inner annulus and secondary circuit flow required for coolant Mach
number control and wall temperatures below 1000°F was unavailable.
D. CONCLUSIONS
It is possible to cool all 600 Klbf thrust designs for which
hydrogen was available as the coolant, although transpiration cooling of the
tip of the primary nozzle is required due to the high Mode I heat fluxes
observed in the test program. With a low thrust split (1.5) and high primary
chamber pressure (4000 psia), it is necessary to transpiration cool part of
the primary nozzle as well (Case I). Even in this case the transpiration
cooled flow represents only 2.8 percent of the Mode II hydrogen flow, so
performance degradation should be very small; in all other cases the
transpiration coolant flow is _ell below one percent.
It is not possible to cool the methane design or the 15 Klbf thrust
designs at the specified chamber pressures. The poor cooling characteristics
of methane made it impossible to control coolant Mach number and pressure
drop. At the low thrust level there is insufficient coolant relative to the
heat load to limit coolant bulk temperatures.
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Vll. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
A. RESULTS SUMMARY
A thermal model of the dual throat thruster was developed as an aid
in the design analysis of future dual throat engines. The initial model was
based on established methods for conventional chambers and on the aerodynamic
data from cold flow dual throat tests. The model needed verification under
hot fire conditions.
Dual throat hardware was designed and fabricated to gather heat
transfer (calorimetric) data. Because of the unique dual throat configuration
and the need for calorimetric data collection, the thruster design was very
complex. Fabrication and assembly required exact interface matching and a
total of ten braze cycles.
Testing of the dual throat hardware included a considerable amount
of water flow calibration because of the interchannel leakage in the primary
chamber. An external leakage problem that occurred on the thirteenth hot fire
test required repairs to the hardware before testing could be resumed.
Despite the problems, a very successful test program was accomplished, marking
the first time a cooled dual throat thruster was hot fired.
The dual throat hardware was tested burning gaseous oxygen and
hydrogen at primary (inner) chamber pressures from 380 to 680 psia. Heat flux
profiles were obtained from the calorimetric cooling channels in the inner
nozzle, outer or secondary chamber, and the tip of the inner nozzle.
Secondary chamber hydrogen bleed flow rates were varied during Mode II
operation to study the elect on primary plume impingement. Heat Fluxes in the
plume impingement region near the secondary throat were of well below Mode I
values with a bleed flow as low as 1.4 percent of the primary flow. Since the
primary nozzle operates in a conventional manner during Mode II, heat fluxes
were consistent with other nozzle data.
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The ratio of secondary/primary chamberpressures wasvaried from
less than 0.5 to over 0.8 for each of two nozzle spacings during ModeI
operation to define the effects of various back pressures on the primary
nozzle flow and the wake region at its tip. The primary throat operated with
choked flow in all cases. Heat fluxes near the end of the primary nozzle were
significantly higher than for conventional nozzle operation and increased with
pressure ratio such that a flux approximately equal to the throat heat flux
wasmeasuredat a pressure ratio of 0.74 for the larger nozzle spacing.
Unsymmetrical heating of the primary nozzle tip was observed, with the maximum
heat flux for the smaller nozzle spacing approximately equal to that in the
primary nozzle just upstream of the tip. Secondarychamberheat Fluxes in
ModeI were consistent with predictions based on a simple secondary flow
stream tube model.
B. CONCLUSIONS
The fabrication of the dual throat calorimetric hardware estab-
lished the feasibility of the assemblyof dual throat chambersby conventional
means. The problems associated with the calorimetric hardwarewere unique.
The basic steps in assembly, however,would be similar for a regeneratively
cooled dual throat chamber. The problems encountered during assembly indi-
cated alternate procedures that will be beneficial for future builds of dual
throat chambers.
Conclusions from the heat transfer analysis are as follows:
1. Heat fluxes during conventional operation of the primary
nozzle (Mode II) are consistent with data from other applications. Use of an
enthalpy-based model, rather than the product of temperature difference and a
frozen specific heat, is required to predict the effect of mixture ratio.
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2. During ModeI operation the primary throat is choked, but the
primary nozzle is unable to flow full against the high back pressure imposed
by the secondarychamber. Large increases in heat flux relative to ModeII
observed near the end of the primary nozzle are consistent with the twinvortex
recirculation pattern in the separated region, which includes the wake region
downstreamof the end of the primary chamber. As the secondarychamber
pressure increases, the region of increased heat flux extends farther upstream
and the perturbation at the end of the nozzle increases.
3. Unsymmetrical heating of the tip of the primary chamberis
caused by the flow separation in the primary nozzle and the resultant recir-
culation pattern noted above.
4. Secondarychamberheat fluxes during ModeI operation can be
predicted with the secondary flow stream tube model used herein and correla-
tion coefficients consistent with other applications. High heat fluxes
observed near the swirl coaxial element injector are consistent with previous
experience. Rapiddecreases and increases with axial distance of correlation
coefficients in the secondarynozzle are probably caused by oblique shock
wavescreated by the flow separation in the primary nozzle.
5. Heat fluxes in the secondary throat region during ModeII
operation are easily limited to values well below ModeI fluxes using small
bleed flow rates, e.g., less than two percent of the primary flow for the
geometry tested. Therefore, primary plume attachment is not a thermal design
issue.
6. Theaerodynamicmodel of ModeII provides good prediction of
the recirculation region pressure and its sensitivity to bleed flow.
7. Although the analytical thermal model of ModeII can predict
secondarynozzle heat fluxes under limited test conditions, it does not
exhibit the correct sensitivity to bleed flow rate.
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Conclusions from the design studies of Task 2 are as follows:
1. It is possible to cool the 600klbf thrust designs specified
which have hydrogen available as the coolant, although transpiration cooling
of at least the tip of the primary nozzle is required in all cases.
Transpiration coolant flows are less than 2.8 percent of the primary hydrogen
flow, resulting in a performance loss of less than 0.8 sec.
2. It was not possible to cool the 600klbf thrust methanecases
or the 15klbf thrust hydrogencases for the chamberpressures specified with
the nozzle spacings and primary area ratios selected. However, these
geometric parameters were optimized to minimize ModeII bleed flow
requirements rather than chambercooling.
C. RECOMMENDATIONS
follows:
Recommendationsfor further effort with dual throat engines are as
1. Additional testing is required to define the ModeI primary
nozzle environment for prototype design:
Addedarea ratios andnozzle spacings
Engine effects
Roundedtips, streamlined tips and transpiration-cooled tips
2. Develop an aerodynamicmodel of ModeI for correlatio of
primary nozzle heat transfer data
3. Refine the ModeII secondaryanalytical model
Account for velocity componentsnormal to the wall
Developa flow field model of the recirculation region
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4. Investigate low-cost methodsof heat flux measurement
5. Alternate fabrication methods(including the utilization of
platelets) should be demonstrated.
6. Transpiration-regenerative cooling of the critical areas of
the dual throat chambershould be demonstrated.
7. A system study should be conducted to optimize the engine
cycle and determine Pc, thrust, and thrust ratio capability in the light of
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Combustion product heat transfer coefficient
Effective fin heat transfer coefficient in lip model
Total enthalpy
Shear layer integrals in aerodynamic bleed flur model, Ref. 2
Thermal conductivity in the lip model; entrainment fraction
in the secondary Mode II thermal mode7
Length of the shear layer
Mixture ratio
Heat flux to the wall
Prandtl number





Thickness of tip of primary nozzle
Static temperature
Total temperture
Velocity; _ is an effective velocity in the secondary Mode II
thermal mod_l
Flow rate; wc is the initial mixing layer flow rate and WE is
the primary flow intrained in the mixing layer
Distance along the wall in the secondary Mode II thermal model
Coordinate normal to the shear layer
Primary gas concentration in the shear layer
2. Greek Letters
Boundary Layer Energy Thickness
Dimensionless coordinate _y/e in the shear layer, film coolant
effectiveness in the mixing layer downstream of the shear layer






Mixing layer profile shape factor
Viscosity
Density
Shear layer spreading rate parameter







Adiabatic walldd streamline in the shear layer, the streamline
which divides the recirculating flow from that which exists
the nozzle
Freestream or primary edge of the shear layer or mixing layer
Evaluated at the film temperature, 0.5 (Taw + Tw)
Initial condition for the mixing layer
j streamline in the shear layer; the composition on the primary






A thermal model of the region downstreamof the primary plume
attachment point has been developedby extending the shear layer of the
aerodynamicbleed flow model in the form of a mixing layer similar to that
used in the ATCfilm cooling model of Reference 3. Heat transfer to the wall
is basedon an integral model of the thermal boundary layer. Details of these
models shownschematically in Figure A-I, are presented below.
A. MIXINGLAYERINITIAL CONDITIONS
Initial conditions for the mixing layer and wall boundary layer
analyses downstreamof the primary plume impingementpoint are defined by the
shear layer of the aerodynamicbleed flow model, Reference2. The initial
mixing layer extends from the "d" streamline, which is the boundary of the
recirculation flow, to the shear layer edge coordinate ne defined such that
the concentration of primary gas Ye is 0.99. Fromthe definition of Ye'
Yr (i - Ce) + Ce = 0.99
or




in which subscript r refers to the recirculation zone. For the small values
of Yr normally obtained ne is approximately 1.65, compared with the value of
3.0 used in the bleed flow model.
1. "d" Streamline Conditions
The bleed flow model calculates the "d" streamline
coordinate _d and the corresponding velocity ratio _d" All other parameters of
interest at this location, which become the initial wall conditions for the
mixing layer, follow from Cd and the recirculation region parameters. Thus,
the primary gas concentration is
Yd = Yr (1 - Cd) + _d
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A, Mixing Layer Initial Conditions (cont.)
and the total enthalpy is
= + (1Hd Yd Hp - Yd) Hblee d
Assuming the bleed flow is a mixture of the primary propellants, the mixture
ratios MRr and MRd can be calculated from the primary gas concentrations using
the defining relation
1 Y 1-Y




I + (I-Y) MRp - MRs
I + MRs
-1
Three options are included for the calculation of total temperatures. In the
reactive option, a built-in table derived from ODE for 02/H2 systems, defines
temperature as a function of mixture ratio, enthalpy and pressure. This table
is used to obtain both Tod and the recirculation region temperature; the
latter requires Hr, which is calculated like Hd above with Yr replacing Yd" A
non-reactive, constant specific heat option utilizes the recirculation region
temperature Tr from the bleed flow model. In this case
Tod =
Hr(1-®d) + _d Cpp Top
Cps (1-Yd) + Cpp Yd
in which the recirculation enthalpy is
Hr = {Cps (l-Yr) + Cpp Yr) Tr
A-5
A, Mixing Layer Initial Conditions (cont.)
The third option merely uses an input table of temperature vs mixture ratio.
2. Mixing Layer Parameters
A number of initial mixing layer parameters must be defined
from the bleed flow model. The thickness of the mixing layer at the plume
impingement point is
Ye =o (he - nd)
in which _ is the length of the shear layer and o is the spreading rate para-
meter. The initial flow in the mixing layer is defined as
Wc = 27 rw _e pu dy
0
Pe Ue _ _e_ ¢ dn2, rw o
Yd Pe
Since the bleed flow Ws can be expressed in the same way with the upper limit
of integration being the "j" streamline,
wc I - I(nd)
Ws I (nj) - l,(nd)
Although not used at present, the recirculation flow can be caluclated as
Wr I (nd)
Ws I (nj - I (nd)i ) L
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The mixing layer model requires a concentration profile shape
factor o relating the bulk and wall concentrations. Therefore, an initial
valve oi must be obtained from the shear layer results. From its definition
w
I-Y





o pU Y dy
_e pu dy
0
However, a shear layer mass balance requires that




ei = 1 - Yd " _cc
In order to provide a reference for the initial energy
thickness of the wall boundary layer, the energy thickness As of the shear
layer is of interest. By definition,
H -He o__ e p dy
AS = 0 °e Hp - Hd
= _e o__ _ I -
o De I - _d dy
¢ (i - ¢) dn
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A, Mixing Layer Initial Conditions (cont.)
In terms of the bleed flow model integrals and the plume boundary temperature
ratio,
(T/To) _
As = (1 - _d_ o {ll (he) - 11 (nd) - 13 (he) + le (nd)I
From the definition of the "j" streamline
11 (nj) : 11 (ne) - 13 (ne)
so
(T/To)P
As = (i -_d) ° [11 (nj) - 11 (nd) + 13 (nd)l
The revised aerodynamic bleed flow model computer program
provides the following output parameters:
Yr' Tr/Top' Wr/Ws, nd' Cd, ne, _e' Ye' Wc/Ws' and As. Initial condition
parameters calculated within the thermal model include Hr' MRr' Yd' Hd' MRd, Todand ei.
B. MIXING LAYER MODEL
A modification of the ATC gas film cooling model, Reference 3, is
used to represent the mixing layer and predict wall mixture ratios and adi-
abatic wall temperatures. Yhe modification was necessary to account for the
different initial conditions provided by the free shear layer upstream com-
pared to the injection of pure film coolant. In this model, the film coolant
effectiveness is defined in terms of the concentration Y of primary gas,
A-8




as a result of which the wall mixture ratio is
1 + MR
MR = P - 1
w I + n (1 - Yd) MRp- MRs
I + MR s








in which o is a mixing layer profile shape factor, oi is its initial value and
Wc is the initial flow in the mixing layer.
Following the film cooling model approach, the shape factor o is
determined From
e - oi
o®- oi = fI(WE/Wc )
This function and the asymptotic shape factor e have been determined from
adiabatic 2-D boundary layer analyses. Figure A-la shows the shape factor
WE/Wc from these results. The effect of Reynolds number is seen to be
relatively small and has been neglected. An asymptotic shape factor of 0.545
is indicated, compared with a value of 0.485 for the standard supersonic film
cooling model (Reference 17). If the edge of the mixing layer were defined as
Y = 0.999 instead of 0.99, the asymptotic o would be about 0.51. Thus, the
present results are considered to be consistent with the standard film cooling
model.
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B, Mixing Layer Model (cont.)
The adiabatic wall boundarylayer analyses indicate the imperfect
recovery of kinetic energy has a negligible effect on the adiabatic wall
enthalpy. Thus the latter maybe calculated directly from the primary and "d"
streamline total enthalpies and the film coolant effectiveness, i.e.,
Hp - Haw
Hp - Hd - n
The entrainment mass flux into the mixing layer is defined as a
fraction of the freestream mass velocity; therefore,
x
WE = f 27 rm k OeUe dx
o
in which k is the entrainment fraction and rm the radius of the mixing layer-
freestream interface. Entrainment fractions inferred from one of the adi-
abatic 2-D boundary layer analyses are shown in Figure A-2; they increase with
axial distance and appear to reach an asymptotic value of about O.022.This
asymptotic value is in excellent agrement with the supersonic film cooling
data of Reference 17. However, film cooling data generally show somewhat
higher entrainment Fractions near the injection point, Followed by a decay to
the asymptotic value. It is expected that the actual interaction of the bleed
flow shear layer with the secondary wall will not yield the low initial en-
trainment fractions of Figure A-2.
Three options are available for obtaining adiabatic wall tempera-
tures: a reactive model limited to 02/H2 systems, which uses a built-in table
of temperature vs MRw, Haw and pressure; a non-reactive, constant specific
heat model; and an input table of adiabatic wall temperature vs wall mixture
ratio. For the non-reactive option
Cpd
- -- - T
Taw = Top n Cpw (Top Od
0216-#ppA A-IO
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in which
Cpw n Cpd+ (i -n) Cpp
= (1 - Yd) + YdCpd Cps . Cpp
C. HEAT TRANSFER MODELS
1. Primar_ Plume Impingement Reqion
An analytical Stanton number model similar to those of
Ambrok, Reference 15, and Mayer, Reference 18, is used to predict the wall
heat flux downstream of the primary plume impingement point,
qw of u St -
= Cpf (Taw Tw)
in which u is an effective velocity at the edge of the wall boundary layer.
In this model
A. Pr0"6 1.25 -0.2
St C Pr-0"6 1 Real= [Re + ( 1.25 CA .) ]
in which
u
1 x pf u
R_ = A1.25 [ AI'25o uf
m dx
A = rw_f Cpf (Taw - Tw)
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C, Heat Transfer Models (cont.)
and ai is the initial energy thickness of the thermal boundary layer. The
correlation coefficient C is usually taken as the flat plate value of
0.0296. This Stanton numbermodel is like TBLwith an interaction exponent of
zero; however, the Blasius skin friction law and a modified Reynolds analogy
replace the Coles skin friction law and VonKarmananalogy of TBL.
It was proposed that the effective velocity u is related to
the mixing layer entrainment flow as follows:
= f2 (WE/Wc)
in which _d is the "d" steamline velocity ratio from the bleed flow model.
The function of entrainment flow ratio was to be developed such that the 2-D
cold wall boundary layer analysis results are predicted. These results are
shownin Figure 95 in the form of a Stanton numberbasedon ue and the adi-
abatic wall density, i.e.,
_f
St1= St U-e• a---w
StI increases significantly due to the increase in velocity near the wall
resulting from the shear layer to wall boundary layer transition, then
decreases as in a normal boundary layer. The selection of the function f2
(WE/Wc),a reference film temperature for property evaluation and a prescrip-
tion for the initial energy thickness in terms of shear layer characteristics
such that the results of Figure 95 are predicted, was required to complete the
model.
The best fit of the two-dimensional heat transfer results was
obtained with an initial energy thickness of zero and an initial effective
velocity of zero and is shownin Figure 95. A modelwith the initial velocity
A-12
C, Heat Transfer Models (cont.)
equal to the "d" streamline value from the aerodynamicbleed flow model, as
proposed above, along with a positive initial energy thickness did not yield
an asymptotic region of decreasing Stanton number(See Figure 95). The pro-
posed correlation for the effective velocity in terms of the entrainment flow
ratio from the mixing layer model is shownin Figure 92.
Two-dimensionalboundary layer analyses were conducted for
two initial boundary layer thicknesses. The correlation coefficient C in the
Stanton numbermodel was found to be strongly dependenton this thickness,
which is equal to Ye from the shear layer model. Since the spreading rate
parameter in the shear layer model has not been empirically verified, the test
data of Task Ill are required to finalize the correlation coefficient in the
boundary layer model.
2. Recirculation Region
Development of a good heat transfer model for the
recirculation region is beyond the scope of this contract, since the
aerodynamic model does not provide a description of the flow field.
Therefore, a very simple turbulent pipe flow model has been included in the
computer program:
qw = Pe Ue Cp Cg Re D_0"2 Pr-0"6 (Tr - Tw)
in which the mass velocity PeUe is based on the bleed flow Ws and all proper-
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Water Inlet Manifold Pressure
Water Outlet Manifold Pressure
Igniter Oxygen Manifold Pressure
Igniter Hydrogen Manifold Pressure
Primary Injector Oxygen Manifold Pressure
Primary Injector Hydrogen Manifold Pressure
Secondary Injector Oxygen Manifold Pressure
Secondary Injector Hydrogen Manifold Pressure
Primary Chamber Calorimeter Circuit Temperature
Primary Chamber Axial Circuit Temperature
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AP = ~ 20 to ~ 60 psid
9 Configurations Flowed
9 Combinations f
• Axial and Calorimeter Inlets and Outlets Blocked
• Axial Flowed in Reverse
• Axial Inlet Orificed
0216-AppC C-2
TABLE C-1
MODELED 4 COLD FLOW CASES:
• All Circuits Flowing 1
• Cal. Outlets Capped 3
(Inlets Pressurized)
• Cal. Inlets Capped 6
• All Following, Orifice 8
on Axial Inlet
With Current Model Unable to Model Capping of Either the





COMPARISON OF MODEL RESULTS WITH COLD FLOW DATA
Kw
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Figure D-la. Primary Chamber Coolant Circuitry
D-la
The chamber cooling system consisted of 27 separate circuits providing
31 heat load measurements as summarized in Table DI. Figures 19 and 23 show
the coolant circuits in the primary and secondary chamber, respectively.
Twelve calorimetric circuits were provided in the primary chamber: eight in
the throat region and nozzle, three at the tip and one on the outer surface
just upstream of the tip. The remainder of the primary chamber was cooled
with an axial flow circuit consisting of 72 channels on the outer wall in
series with 36 channels on the inner wall. Thirteen calorimetric circuits
cooled the entire secondary chamber. Five of these circuits, three at the
injector and two at the aft end, consisted of two axial segments in series,
with coolant bulk temperature measurements in the crossover manifolds between
segments to provide two heat load measurements per circuit. A single circuit
cooled the secondary spacer used on all but four tests. As shown in Table
DII, the cooling circuits were designed to give a maximum wall temperature of
900°F, have a local burnout heat flux equal to twice the predicted maximum
coolant heat flux and provide a minimum bulk temperature rise of 50°F in each
calorimetric heat load measurement section.
The areas of primary interest for heat flux measurement using calori-
metric cooling channels were the primary nozzle and its tip, in order to
observe the effects of the flow separation and wake regions associated with
Mode 1, and the throat region and nozzle of the secondary chamber due to the
primary plume attachment and boundary layer development in Mode II. Providing
small measurement spans in the areas of interest dictated the distribution of
calorimetric channels within the two chambers.
A. PRIMARY CHAMBER
A complex axial circuit cools much of the primary chamber design































































































































A, Primary Chamber (cont.)
(I) An outer cylindrical section consisting oF 72 machined chan-
nels with steel lands,
(2) An outer convergent section, made entirely of OFHC except For
a steel end wall, cooled by 72 round EDM holes,
(3) An inner OFHC convergent section cooled by 36 tapered EDM
channels and
(4) An inner cylindrical section consisting of 36 machined chan-
nels with copper lands but a steel closure.
Channel dimensions for this circuit are included in Table DIll.
Two types of calorimetric circuits cool the remainder of the
primary chamber. Seven circuits, each consisting of two channels in parallel
except for a single-channel circuit at the throat, cool the throat region and
most of the nozzle; these are machined channels closed out by stainless steel
rings or a steel sleeve (circuit no. 7). Five single-channel circuits etched
in an OFHC platelet stack cool the tip of the primary nozzle. Channel dimen-
sions, coolant flow rates and circuit bulk temperature rises For the calo-
rimetric circuits are given in Table DIV. Note that the two channels of
circuit 7 are not the same. Channel 7A was designed to be narrower and deeper
than 7B in order to eliminate the need for a very thin closeout ring on the
former. Nominal gas-side wall thicknesses at the axial locations of minimum
thickness are 0.050 in. for all calorimetric circuits. Operating character-
istics for each circuit at the design point are summarized in Table DV.
Primary chamber operating limits are shown in Figure D-l; note the very







































































Channel Land Channel Coolat
Width Width Dept (Avg) Flow
in. in. in. Ib/sec
.090
.0625 + .003 .078 .047+ .005 1.13
.0625 + .003 .078
.0625 + .003 .046 0.55
.0625 + .003 .078
.0625 + .003 .078 .048 1.13
.0625 + .003 .088
.0625 + .003 .098 .055 1.26
.0625 + .003 .108
.0625 + .003 .118 .060 1.35
.0625 + .003 .118
.0625 + .003 .118 .065 1.35







































.077 0.63 61 .130
.077 0.30 89
.077 0.59 73 .130











1A 32.3 37.6 882 192 1.99
1B, 2, 3A 34.5 36.7 886 191 2.02
4B 32.5 36.4 897 187 1.99
5A 31.1 35.8 892 184 2.00
6A 28.5 33.5 861 171 1.99
7B 25.5 31.5 818 165 2.00
8 24.5 27.7 767 151 2.13
9 22.0 42.6 913 230 2.01
I0 18.5 19.4 658 108 2.06
Ii 18.4 38.9 832 213 2.02
12 17.5 22.0 780 118 2.01
D-8
B. SECONDARYCHAMBER
The layout of the secondary chamber channels and coolant flow cir-
cuits is shown in Figure 23; channel and land widths are given in Table DVI.
Forty channels are arranged to provide 13 calorimetric circuits. Five of
these circuits, 3 at the injector end and two at the aft end, consist of two
heat load measurement segments in series. ThereFore, a total of 18 heat load
measurements is provided. Circuits 1 and 2 have three channels flowing in
parallel for each segment, while all other circuits or measurement segments
have two channels in parallel. In addition, circuit 1 has wider channels and
circuits 1, 2 and 10-13 have wider lands. This channel layout, which provides
the heat load measurement spans given in Table DV11, is consistent with the
objective of providing more detailed data in the Mode II plume attachment
region, less detail downstream and only gross data in the upstream recircula-
tion region.
A gas-side wall thickness of 0.060 in. was found to be consistent
with the wall temperature and wall strength criteria in the throat region and
was used for most of the chamber as noted in Table DVI. Wall thicknesses were
increased to 0.075 in. for Circuit 1 in order to provide comparable wall
strengths with the wider channels of that circuit. Following definition of
channel depth requirements to satisfy the burnout safety Factor criterion,
wall thicknesses were adjusted in several locations in order to match channel
outside diameters and thus minimize the number of closeout rings required.
These special wall thicknesses are given at the bottom of Table DVI. Wall
thicknesses for channels I-3 were increased to provide O.D. matching with
channel 4; the channel 3 wall is thicker because of the gas-side contour.
Wall thicknesses for channels 29 and 30 were increased to 0.062 in. to provide
O.D. matching between channels 19 and 30. Similarly, the walls for channels
39 and 40 were increased to 0.0655 in. to provide O.D. matching between chan-
nels 13 and 40. As can be seen in Figure 23, closeout rings are not required


















7 - 12 .060
13 - 32 .060"



































- Spacer 3.91 75
I-3 1A 5.19 57
4-6 1B 50
7-9 2B 4.58 50
10-12 2A 52
13-14 3B 2.41 50
15-16 3A 52
17-18 4 2.66 50
19-20 5 2.64 50
21-22 6 2.43 50
23-24 7 2.26 50
25-26 8 2.18 50
27-28 9 2.15 50
29-30 10 2.05 50
31-32 11 2.15 50
33-34 12A 2.43 53
35-36 12B 50

















































Maximumwall temperatures and other design point operting param-
eters are summarizedin Table DVIII. Wall temperatures approach the design
criterion of 900°F only at the maximumflux location and on the heavier end
walls, i.e., the spacers and channel 1. Circuit coolant flows and bulk tem-
perature rises for the design operating point are given in Table DVII. All
flows, except for the spacer, were selected to provide a 50"F bulk temperature
rise in the single-segment circuits and in the lower heat load segmentof the
double-segmentcircuits. Bulk temperature rises in the other segmentsof the
latter are 2-7°F higher. Circuits 2, 3 and 12 have the coolant flow through
the higher heat flux segmentfirst to take advantageof the greater coolant
subcooling. In Circuits I and 13 the segmentswith the end walls are cooled
first, since the coolant heat flux is higher In these segmentseven though the
gas-side flux is lower. The spacers were designed for a 75°F bulk temperature
rise in order to maintain measurementaccuracy if actual heat fluxes near the
secondary injector are less than the design value. Sucha design also pro-
vides a channel O.D. close to that of chamberchannels 1-4.
Channeldepths required to meet the burnout safety factor cri-
terion are included in Table DVII. Thesedepths are at the maximumchannel
I.D., i.e., the smallest nominal depth for each channel. Table DVII gives two
channel depths for Circuits 2B, 5 and 8 since the channel angle changeswithin
these segments.
A machining error on channel 18 resulted in a wall thickness 0.005
in. less than nominal and a channel which was0.013 in. too deep. As a result
an inlet orifice was used in circuit 4 to limit coolant pressures and maintain
wall strength, and the nominal coolant flow rate was increased to maintain the













Spacer 13.2 21.8 892 115 2.01
1 13.1 19.8 872 101 2.02
6 13.7 14.2 707 76 2.01
9 15.3 15.6 676 84 2.01
12 18.7 18.3 770 89 2.01
14 21.2 20.0 717 116 2.01
16 23.8 21.0 755 105 2.01
18 27.3 25.8 836 127 2.01
20 30.7 29.8 888 149 2.01
21 30.8 29.9 896 154 2.01
23 30.6 29.6 883 152 2.01
25 29.4 28.3 867 143 2.01
27 27.5 26.1 837 132 2.02
29 25.0 23.0 814 112 2.01
32 22.2 23.0 765 119 2.07
33 20.9 20.7 743 105 2.04
35 19.0 20.8 719 114 2.01
37 17.3 17.9 655 106 2.11
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